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Abstract 

The ice crystai-graupel collision charging mechanism, which is considered important in 

thunderstom electrification, was studied using a newly developed Triple Interaction Facility. The facility 

is the fust to allow independent control of the solid, liquid and vapor phases of a simuiated cloud. 

The charge transferred to a rirning target by collisions with ice crystals was measured over a wide 

range of cloud conditions. It was found that the charge üansfer was a fùnction of the temperature and the 

effective liquid watet content of the cloud. ft was also found that the charge transfer to the target was 

extremely sensitive to the relative humidity at which the ice crystals were grown. Higher relative humidity 

always promoted stronger negative charging, white Iower humidity led to weaker negative or stronger 

positive charging. The sensitivity of the charge transfer to relative humidity was greatest at temperanises 

between - 13°C and - 18"C, with the strongest negative charging observed near - L5OC. Within this 

temperature range the average charge transfèrred to the target could be varied from +5 fC per ice crystal 

collision to -25 fC per collision by varying the hurnidity fiom ice to water saturation, respectively. In 

experiments perfonned at humiditîes near water saturation and at temperatures near - IS0C, charge transfers 

greater than -60 fC per collision were observed within the first 30 seconds after ice crystals are initiated. It 

was also found that at hîgh relative humidity the maximum negative charge trarisfemd to the target 

occurred at a velocity of 5 rn i' and was much weaker at 3,4 and 6 m se'. A parameterkation of the redts 

is presented for use m numerical thunderstom models. 

. Analysis of the data indicates that a cornpetition between negative charge transfer between the 

'iiquid-like' iayers of the coii idmg ice particles and positive charge W e r  due to different dislocation 

dendies can provide a consistent physical mode1 of the effect of relative humidÎtydity It is shown that 

Merences m the relatnre humîdity can explain guantitatnrely the discrepaucies between the observations 

of previous mvestigators. A new conceptuai mode1 of thunderstom electrification is atso presented. 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

'Ihunderstorms are one of nature's most spectacular events, and the wonder that 

they inspire rnakes them an obvious subject for basic research. Thundeatorms and 

lightning have, therefore, been the focus of many shidies, especially within the last 50 

years. Recent field shidies have provided a great deal of information about the dynamic 

and elecaic structure of thundeatorms, as well as the distribution of charge within 

clouds, and the conditions required to initiate lightning. 

An important goal of thunderstom research is to determine how thundentorms 

become charged, a process known as thundeatorm electrification. Several mechanisms 

have been suggested. The mechanism of ice crystal-graupel collision charging is the most 

widely accepted because a large body of quantitative experimental evidence is available 

to support it. However, afier 20 yean of labontory research, the theory is still unable to 

explain many important field observations, and the physics underlying the charge transfer 

is s t U  not understood. Furthemore, the resuits of ciifferent research groups do not agree 

and explmations for the discrepmcy are not satisfactory. 

The god of this work is to measure the charge transfer that occurs during ice 

crystd-graupel collisions, thereby providing quantitative data that can be used in future 

numericd and theoretical thunderstom modek. To achieve this aim an experimental 

investigation was pedormed under condiùons that better approximated thunderstom 

conditions than previous investigations. 
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This work begins with a literature survey to provide the context far the research 

and the experimental results. It is presented in Chapter 2. Previous field and laboratory 

snidies will be discussed as motivation for the current work, and a ccnceptud model of 

thunderstom electrification wiil be presented. Chapter 3 introduces the experimental 

facility that was designed for the current study. The performance of the facility and the 

experimental technique are described. The results of the investigation are presented in 

Chapter 4. This includes a detailed analysis of a typicai experiment. Parameterkations 

are given of the observed charge tmnsfer. These parameterizaiions can be used in Future 

numencal thunderstorm models to test conceptual rnodels of thunderstorm electrification. 

The results are discussed in Chapter 5. They are compared with previous studies and 

used as a bais for a new conceptual model of thunderstorm electnfication. 



Chapter Two 

Background 

2.1 introduction 
The premise of current theories of thundentom electrification is that rhe large- 

scde electric structure of a thunderstorm is created by charging mechanisms that act at 

the scale of cloud particles and by the dynamics of the cloud which redistributes the 

charge c ~ e r s .  The large-scale dynamic and electric structure of storms is determined in 

field experiments. They include in situ measurements by aircraft of the size, 

concentration, type (liquid or soiid) and charge carried by individual cloud and 

precipitation particles. Deterrnining the mechanism by which the particles become 

charged is the jurisdiction of laboratory studies, in which the evolution of single 

precipitation particles can be followed under controlled conditions. 

The experimental investigation that will be presented here is a laboratory study. 

Its goai is to better describe one of the mechanisms that may lead to the charging of 

precipitation particles: the ice crystal-graupel collision charging mechanism, also known 

as non-inductive precipitation charging. However, to understand the devance of the 

experimenial results, some familiarity with the electnc and d y n d c  structure of a 

thunderstorm is requkd A brief description of tbat structure wiU be given, foliowed by 

a survey of previous laboratory studies and a description of the current mode1 of 

thunderstorm elecaification that is based on the resuits of those snidies. Finally, the 
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limitations of this mode1 and of previous studies are discussed, as the b a i s  and 

motivation for the current work. 

2.2 Thunderstorm Electric Structure 

2.2. t Large Scale EIectnmc Structure 
The charge in an average manire thunderstom is arranged approximately as a 

vertical tripole (Krehbiel, 1986; Williams, 1989; Takahashi. 1996), shown schematicaily 

in Figure 2.1. The t h e  charge centers that make up the tripole are known as the upper 

positive, the main negative, and the lower positive charge regions. 

The upper positive charge region extends from cloud top to just above the main 

negative charge region. if an anvil has formed at the top of the cloud then the upper 

Thunderstorrn Tripole Charge Structure 

Figure 2.1 The tripole structure of a thunderstom, The negative charge center is always observed between 
the -5°C and -20°C altirudes; the positive charge region is aiways above it- in exly elecnificatïon, the 
ntgative charge center first develops in the updraf-downdraft transition zone, between the -12OC and -20°C 
levels- The Iower positive charge region is not dîstniuted uai fody  throughout the cloud, but consists of 
m a i l  pockets of positive charge- Mer Krehbiei (1986). 
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positive charge region extends through the anvil. The main negative charge region is 

1-3 km deep and always centered hphween the -5°C =d -20°C altitudes (Krehbiel, 1986). 

Localized pockets of positive charge found beneath the negative charge region, near cloud 

base, comprise the lower positive charge region. AU three regions have charge densities 

on the order of O. 1 to 10 C kmJ. They can extend horizontaily over tens of square 

kilometers (Krehbiel et al, 1979) and over hundreds of square kilometen in the case of 

positively charged anviis, so the total charge in a cloud cm Vary from a few coulombs to 

a few hundred coulombs (ICrehbiel, 1986). 

The tripole charge structure is remarkably consistent for storms observed in a 

wide variety of geographies and climates. Large, strongly convective summer stomis in 

Rorida often have cloud bases as warm as 20°C. Still, the negative charge region is 

found at the -5°C to -20°C level, which corresponds to an altitude of 6 to 8 km (Krehbiel, 

1986). The negative charge region is found in the same temperature range in shallow, 

and often strongly sheared, e l e ~ ~ e d  winter storms in Japan. These storms have cloud 

bases a few degrees below the freezing point and the -5°C to -20°C temperature range 

corresponds to an altitude of 2 to 4 km (TakahashÎ, 1996). Therefore, it appears that the 

location of the negative charge region in the cloud is related to the temperature, rather 

than altitude or pressure. 

Krehbiel(l986) provides M e r  support for the constant temperature level of the 

negative charge region in a stady of a Roda storm. As the storm grew vertîcally over a 

period of approximately 9 minutes the altitude of the upper positive charge region rose 

fiom 10 to 14 lm, corresponding to a temperanire change of -40°C to -60°C. The rise of 
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the upper positive charge region matched the rise cf the radar deteciable cloud top over 

the same period. However, the negative charge region remained at - 15°C (7 km) 

throughout the growth of the storm. 

The strong vertical growth of the storm observed by Krehbiel( 1986) suggests that 

charged cloud particles must have been continuously removed trom the negative charge 

region. Therefore, new negatively charged particles must have been continuously created 

at that altitude. The negative charge center may, therefore. be an active source of charge 

in the cloud. 

Dye et al (1986) presented an in situ study of a smaiI Montana thunderstom, early 

in its electricai development. They observed that the negative charge center was initially 

locaiized within the transition zone between the (side-by-side) updrafi and downdraft 

regions, at altitudes between the - 15°C and -20°C levels. In a later study Dye et al (1988) 

again found that the initial negative charge was associated with an updraft-downdraft 

transition zone, this time at the - 12°C level, with the charge confied to a region 

approximately 500 m across. The confinement of the early negative charge center is 

consistent with the cellular nature of thunderstom electrification. In mature muiticeiiular 

storms charge generation is associated with individual convective cells within the overd 

storm, each of which lasts approximately 10 to 15 minutes (Krehbiel. 1986). 

The updraft-downdraft transition zone is considered a prefened region for rapid 

growth of precipitation (Dye et al, 1976). Dye et al (1986) suggested that this region was 
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also important to the charging because it aiiowed re-circulation of p u p e l l  particles. 

They aiso observed that the initial accumulation of negative charge was associated with 

the high radar reflectivity region of the stom, representicg large precipitation particles. 

This suggests that the electricd develûpment of a thunderstom is associated with the 

development of precipitation. 

2.2.2 Large Scale Etectric FieIds 
Even in clear air there exists an atmospheric electric field of between -LOO and 

-200 V me' at the ground, known as the fair-weather field'. The field is created by the 

300 kV potential difference that exists between the negatively charged ground and the 

positively charged ionosphere. This potential difference is beiieved to be mauitained by 

global thunderstorm ac tivi ty (Reiter, 1992). 

Beneath a thunderstom the electnc field is opposite in sign from the fair-weather 

L ; field, except beneath the positively charged anvil. Before the initial electrification of a 

stom vertical electric fields measured at the ground are typically less than L kV m". The 

initial electrification is not observed until vigorous convective growth of the stom 

occurs, raising the radar detectabie cloud top to above the -20°C altitude. At that time 

elechic fields at the ground nse rapidly to approximateiy 8 kV m-' and can produce the 

e s t  lightning stroke within 5 to 10 minutes (Krehbiei, 1986; Dye et al, 1988). 

- 

Glilupel are ice particles. 05  to 5 mm diameter and with a density of approximately O S  g m-3, that grow by the 
accretion of doud choplets (rimiag). 

' The sign given to the fair-weather field is a matter of convention, According to the standard physics convention an 
upward pointing vector fidd is positive, therefore the f&-weather fieid is negaiive- However. much of the older 
iitcrantre in the Geid of atrnospheric elecmcity adopted the convention that the fair-weather field is positive (Uman, 
1969)- Eitherconvention is considered acceptable as long as it is stated clearty which is king used (Reiter. 1992)- 
In the current wodt the standard physics convention has been adopted. 
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Elecnic fields measured at the ground are typically much Less than those measured 

within the clou& because of a shallow 'blanket' of positive charge associated with corona 

from the ground (Krehbie!, 1986). From inside a growing thunderstorm Dye et d [ 1988) 

observed the vertical field rise fmm less than 1 kV m" to more than 50 kV m" in less 

than 15 minutes during initiai electrification. However, this is still much less than the 

field required for the dielectric breakdowu of air, which is 1600 kV rn'l at an dtitude of 

6 km. Marshall et al (1 995) showed that large-scale electric fields inside a thunderstom 

rarely exceed 150 kV rd before Iightning strokes discharge the cloud. This elecnic field 

corresponds to the 'breakeven' field of air. at which energetic electrons with energies 

above 1 MeV can produce an electron avalanche. They suggested that the action of these 

energetic electrons couid initiate lighuiing at the relatively low electnc fields observed. 

Sudden reversais in the vertical electric field are often observed beneath a 

thundentom, indicating the presence of positive charge above the observing location 

(Krehbiel, 1986). These revends are associated with the arriva1 of a downdraft and the 

accompanying 'min gush', and are known as field excursions associated with 

precipitation. Balloonbome measurernents of lower positive charge centers have also 

been correlated with the occurrence of field excursions at the ground. 

Fmaiiy. field reversals are ais9 observed during the dissipating stage of a 

thunderstorm, associated with the stom's physical coliapse (Krehbiel, 1986). At this 

stage the field is observed to oscillate from positive to negative and back over a p e n d  of 

an honr or more, This reversal is known as the end of storm oscillation (EOSO). Littie is 
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known about the charge structure of a thunderstom during EOSO or how i: changes to 

produce the field re~ersals. 

2.2.3 Mimphysics 
To study thunderstom elecnification in the laboratory, the microphysical 

conditions in the charge generating region of a thundentom mut  be recreated. 

Unfortunately, such data are scarce because the strong updrafts and downdrafts associated 

with this region present a danger to aircraft. Thus, much of what littie microphysical data 

is available is restricted to relatively small thundentoms (Gardiner et al, 1985; Dye et al, 

1986, 1988). 

Electric fields in a thunderstorm do not exceed +LOO V rn" until5 mm diameter 

graupel and ice crystd concentrations of at least 10 per litre are observed. Dye et al 

( 1986) observed ice crystal concentrations of approximately 30 per litre and a Liquid 

water content (LWC) of 0.5 to 1.0 g mm3 in the region of strongest electric field. The 

concentration of graupel with diameten of ai least 1 mm in this region was 1.5 per litre, 

with 4 mm diameter graupe1 present in concentrations of 1 m*3. The maximum observed 

ice crystal concentration and LWC were 64 per litre and 2.5 g m-j, respectively, but these 

concentrations were not observed in the region of strongest field. Maximum 1 mm 

diameter graupel concentrations were 2.7 per Litre with 5 mm diameter graupel present ai 

1 me3. Similar obsewatioos were made by Dye et al (1988) and Gardiner (1985). 

Less than 10% of ice particIes were observed to carry a charge of greater than 

t5 pC. the minimum detectable charge in aiI three shidies. However, particles carrybg 

detectable charge were observed even at the earliest stages of elecnification, when 
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thunderstorm electric fields were stiil weak. As the elecaical development of the storm 

progressed the maximum observed charge cmied by ice particles increased in magnitude 

from e l0  pC to -50 pC, while the proportion of ice particles carrying detectable charge 

remained less than f 0%. 

The microphysical data support the theory that charging is associated with the 

development of precipitation in the thunderstorm. Furthermore, strong electric fields and 

lightnïng discharge have rarely been reported in ice-ke clouds, which are often observed 

in the tropics. Therefore, it appears that thunderstom ele~tri~cation is the resuit of 

interactions involving ice particles. 

2.3 Ice Crystal-Graupel Collision Charging 
Several possible mechanisms of thunderstorm electrification have been suggested 

over the yean. Of those mechanisms only three continue to attract support: convective 

charging (Vonnegut et al, 1995); inductive precipitation charging (Mason, 1988); and ice 

crystal-graupel collision charging, also known as non-inductive precipitation charging 

(Kuettner et al, 198 1). Each of these mechanisms can explain some aspect of the 

observed thunderstorm charge structure but there is still discussion about which 

mechanism domhates, especially drrring the initial electrification. 

The convective charging mechanism suggests that the charge structure of a 

thunderstorm is created by the large-scaie convective motion in the s tom Cloud and 

precïpïtation particles are charged by capturing ions available beneath the cloud and in 

the surrounding air, and the dynamic structure of the storm acts to distribute the charged 
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particles appropriately. However, it has not been s h o w  that such motion could occur 

quickly enough to account for the rapid deveiopment of the electric field that is observed 

Furthemore. the number of ions available beneath the ~ o m ,  which provide the charge 

on the cloud particles, appears to be insufficient to account for the electrification until 

strong eleccric fields have already developed in the stom (Saunders, 1995). 

Unlike the convective rnechanisrn, the inductive charging mechanism suggests 

that the electrification of a thunderstom is the result of collisions between cloud and 

precipitation particles in the stom. The charge transfer is driven by the electric field of 

the storm, which polarizes the particles verticaüy. When smaller particles rebound off of 

the underside of larger particles, the polarizations create a potential difference that dnves 

the charge transfer with a strength that is proportional to the electric field. However. 

charged precipitation particles observed at the earliest stages of the e l e ~ ~ c a t i o n  are 

often found to carry rnuch more charge than codd be explained by the prevailing electric 

field (Saunders, L 995). 

Most researchers currently support the ice crystai-graupel collision charging 

mechanism, rnainly because of the relatively large body of experirnental results that 

suppon it. However, contradictory observations by different researchers and 

inconsistencies between the theory and observations remain unrrsolved This situation 

provides the motivation for the c m n t  study. A short description of the history of the ice 

crystd-graupel coihion char& mechaaism WU hîghlight the current limitations of the 

theory. 
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2.3.1 ~enenrnen&L Evidence 
Reynolds et al (1957) presented the iirst obsenration of ice crystal-gmupel collision 

charging, using an experiment that would become the standard setup for the studies !bat 

would follow. Their experimental apparatus is shown schematicdly in Figure 2.2. The 

experiment is performed inside a cloud chnmber, filled with s tem to produce a cloud of 

supercooled water droplets. The droplet cloud is seeded to produce ice crystals using dry 

ice (solid C0d or an object cooled to Iiquid nitrogen temperatures. The ice crystals 

collide with a rime covered target particle that is rotating in the cloud chamber. The 

charge transferred to the riming target is measured as a current or voltage to ground. Ice 

crystal concentrations and sizes are determined by collecting ice crystals that fdl  out of 

the cloud onto formvar' covered slides. 

Reynolds et ai (1957) reported two results that are consistent with those of Iater 

snidies. Fust, it was found that no sigiilficant charge transfer occurred in a cloud 

composed entirely of supercooled droplets or entirely of ice crystais. Second, the charge 

transfer to the target was found to be a function of the LWC of the cloud. Reynolds et nl 

varied the LWC and observed that the charge transferred to the target changed from 

negative to positive as the LWC was increased to above 0.6 g m='. The temperature at 

which these experiments were perfomed was not specïfïed. 

Contrary to hture sttdes, Reynolds et ai (1957) suggested that the sign of the 

charge tramfer is a function of the relative nurnber concentrations of droplets and ice 

- - 

F O ~ ~ M T  is a iïquid plastic solution. Cloud partkles that are coiiected on a forrnvar covered slide Ieave impressions as 
the liqpid plastic harciens. When the cioud m~les evaporate the i m p d o n  Ieft in the plastic can be observed 
under a microscope, See Section 3-1 2 1, 
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crystals. They found that at ice crystal concentrations of 10' to 10' per litre the riming 

target charged negativdy. At ice crys;I: concentrations of 104 to 106 per litre the target 

chargea positively. 

The work of Reynolds et al ( 1957) was quantified and extended over a wide range 

of cloud conditions by Takahashi (1978) and Jayaratne et al (1983). Both studies found 

that the charge transfer was pnmarily a function of LWC and cloud temperatme. For a 

fixed LWC, the sign of the charge transfer changed from positive to negative as the cloud 

temperature was lowered (see Figure 2.3). The temperature at which this transition 

occurs is known as the reversai temperature. When the LWC was changed, the reversal 

temperature changed as well. Jayaratne et al found that the sign reversal occurred at 

Stationary 
Target 
(used by 
Jayaratne 
et al.) 

Cloud Chamber 
L 

Riming 
Target 

Rotaîing 

J 
Support Rod 

Formvar 
c 

Slide 

Figure 2 2  The experimental setup used by Reynolds et a1 (1957), Takahashi (1978) and Jayaratne et al  
(1983)- The doud chamber is Eüied with s t a m  and seeded to produce ice crystds- The charge W e r r e d  
to the nming target by coilïding ice crystals is measured as a current or voltage to ground, Jayaratne et al 
(1983) &O perfonned experirnents with a stationary target, where the cloud was drawn past the target- 
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warmer temperatures as the LWC decreased. Saunders et al ( 199 1) found that when the 

effective LWC (ELwc)~ was increased above 1.3 g m" no reversai temperature existed 

to temperatures below -30°C. 

Jayarame et al (1983) also found that the charge transfer is a function of ice 

crystal size, target speed and the presence of contaminants in the supercooled water 

droplets. lncreases in ice crystal size and target speed caused the charge msfer  to 

increase exponentiaily, with exponents 4.9 and 3.2, respectively. 

The study of ice crystal size was extended by Keith and Saunders (1990) to ice 

crystais with diameters up to 800 p. They found that the dependence of the charging on 

ice crystal size is much greater for small ice crystais than for larger ice crystals, with 

exponents 3.8 for s m d  ice crystals (less than initially reported by Jayarame er al, 1983), 

1.9 for ice crystals with diameters between 155 pm and 452 pm, and 0.9 for larger 

crystals. Despite the weakey'dependence on size for larger ice crystals, observed charge 

transfer magnitudes were much higher than for s m d  crystais. Maximum observed 

transfers were 90, 120 and 220 fC per coiiision (1 femtocoulomb = LU'* Coulomb) for 

300,380 and 800 pm ice crystals, respectively . Jay aratne et ai ( 1 983) reported 

approximately 1 fC per coiiision for LOO pm ice crystals. It was suggested, therefore, that 

collisions with large ice crystais would play the dominant role in thunderstom 

electnfication despite their Iow concentrations. 

' ~ h e  EtWC is the m a s  of iiquid water that wodd be swept out of a cloud by a target It is a fUnction of the particle 
shape and the drop1et size distribution of the cioud See Section 3.1.1.4- 
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Charge Transferred per 
Ice Crystal Collision (Cj  

œ Reversa! 
Temperature 

Temperature (OC) 

- 
Figure 2.3 The charge transferred to the target pcr coilision, measured by Jaymtne et a1 (1983), as a 
function of temperature for a speed of 2.9 m se' and an effective liquid wiiter content of 1 g ma3. After 
Jayaratne et a1 (1983). 

Keith and Saunders (1990) also extended the study of the effect of velocity. They 

found a different dependence on velocity for positive and negative charge transfers. 

Positive charge transfers measured at - i 2°C increased with velocity as 3 ' ( l e s  than 

reported by Iayaratne et al, 1983). Negative charge transfers measured at -25°C increased 

as P. 

Jayaratne et al (1983) found that the type and concentration of contaminants in the 

cloud droplets aEected the charging in a complicated mamer. Even Low concentrations 

of contaminaots changed the sign of the charge tnnsfer observed and increased the charge 

tramfer by an order of magnitude. Maximum charge tr;uisfers increased fkom 1 fC to 

10 fC per collision. Similar observations regarding contaminants were made by Reynolds 

et al ( 1957). 
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2.3.2 A Model of I7iundetstom Electtt~ation 
layarame and Saunden (1984) used the resuits of Jayaratne et al (1983) as the 

basis for a simple mode1 of thunderstom electrification, sh~wn schematicdly in Figwe 

2.4. At temperatures below the reversal temperature (higher altitudes), graupel and soft 

hail particles in the cloud acquire negative charge dter collisions with ice crystais. Ice 

crysials are charged positively by the same collisions. At temperatures above the reversai 

temperature (lower altitudes), the sign of the charge transfer is positive to the graupel. 

Ice crystals charged positively by collisions at altitudes above the reversal 

temperature will rise in the updraft-downdraft transition zone to fonn the upper positive 

region and the positively charged anvil. Graupel charged negatively by the same 

collisions will descend relative to the ice crystals because they are heavier. They will be 

Thunderstorm Electrification Model 

Reve~qaI - 
Temperature 

Figure 24 A conceptual mode1 of thunderstom electrEcation presented by layaratne and Saunders ( 1984). 
Rising positive ice crystals create the uppr positive charge region. RisiDg negative ice crystais h m  below 
and fallùig negative graupeI h m  above meet amund the Ievel of the reversai temperature to fonn the 
negative charge center, If f a h g  negative graupel undergo enough collisions below the reversai 
temperature they acquire net positive charge and can form a pocket of lower positive charge. 
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met by nsing ice crystals, charged negatively by coUisions at aititudes below the reversal 

temperature. The rising negative ice crystais and f a n g  negative grsupel particles meet 

at altitudes wrounding the revend temperature to form the negative charge center of the 

storm. Findly, some of the descending negatively charged graupl may undergo enough 

collisions below the revend temperature to change their net charge to positive. In 

regions of the cloud where conditions hvor this sign change, a pocket of lower positive 

charge will form. 

2.3.3 Problems With The Model 
Although the qualitative theoreticd mode1 of thunderstom elecuification 

presented by Jayaratne and Saundea (1984) seems plausible, there are severai 

inconsistencies with the experimental results. The tïrst is that the magnitude of the 

charge transfer observed by Iayaratne et al (1983) is insufftcient to explain the charge 

observed on cloud particles. Dye et al ( 1986) performed rough calculations of ice crystal 

collision probabilities and charge tramfers, based on the results of ~a~&atne et al, and 

compared the resuits to the particle charges observed in situ. It was found that, having 

bbselected very favorable values for each of the parameters", concentrations of 100 per 

litre or more were required to explain the rapid initial development of the electrîc field 

(from 100 V m-' to 8 kV m-' in less than 8 minutes) or the presence of graupel with 

detectable charge at early stages of the electnncation? Ice crystd concentrations of more 

' in a lata papn. L a t h  and Dyc ( 1989) repeafed the ddations assurhg most of the c h q e  m f a  came h m  
collisions with largcr îce crystaistals They found that the nwnber of coiiisions was sufncient if ice mystals between 300 
and 5 0  pm were assumecl to exist în concentrations of 1 CO 7 per Liûe, These concentrations correspond to chose 
observecl by Dye et d (1986) for this she range, However, Latham and Dye assumed ihaî the dependence of the 
charge transfer on Ïce aystal size wouid be to the exponent 4 for a i l  si- Keith and Saunders (1990) Iater showed 
tüat the dependeace was appr0xim;iteIy CO the exponent 2 and 1 for ice crystals of 300 and 500 ~ c m ,  respectively- 
Therefore, Latham and Dye over-estïmated the cûarge acquired by graupeL 
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than 100 per litre may be present in larger thunderstorms. However small thunderstoms, 

like the one snidied by Dye et al, bave appreciably lower concentntims and cannot 

provide enough ice crystd-graupel coliisions to acccunt for the observed charge. 

Another pmblem is that the qualitative thunderstom mode1 assumes a rather 

convenient set of conditions. The schematic shows a reversal temperature of 

approximately -lS°C, which is within the temperature range typically observed for the 

negative charge center of a thundentorm. According to the resuits of Jayaratne et al 

( 1983) and Saunders et al ( 199 L), this reversai temperature would correspond to an 

effective LWC of approximately 0.5 g m" (the corresponding actual cloud LWC would 

be higher and wouid depend on the droplet size distribution). However, much higher 

LWCTs are often observed in thunderstom - large thunderstorms often exceed LWC's 

of 2 g md3. If the resulting effective LWC is I g rn;' the reversal temperature would move 

to approximately -20°C, as shown in Figure 2.3. For effective LWC's greater than 

1.3 g no reversal temperature was observed, and gaupel particles were always 

charged positively by collisions. In thîs case the mode1 cannot explain the development 

of the main negative charge center. Instead the expected charge structure wodd be 

inverted with negatively charged ice crystais above a positive charge center. This is 

never observed. 

Figure 2 5  illustrates the greatest difficulty with the ice crystal-graupel collision 

mechanism. Figure 2.5 (a) shows the sign of the charge &ansfer versus temperattue and 

effective LWC as observed by Jayaratne et al (1983). Saunders et al (1991), and other 

studies fiom the same group (known as the Manchester group). Figure 2 5  (b) is a similar 
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diagram of the results of Takahashi (1978). Clearly there is sigrufxcant disagreement in 

the reversal temperatures observed in these studies. At 1 g me-' Takahashi reports a 

reversal temperature of -9T, compared to approximately -20°C reported by layaratne et 

al. Using the difFerent experimental results, numerical models of thunderstom 

electrification arrive at significantly different thundentom charge structures. Different 

Positive 

Charge 
Reversal 

- \r / Negative 

(a) 

Positive 

Negative I Positive I 

I 
' 1 

10 

0.01 i, I l I l I 
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Temperature ("C) 

O i I 1 
O -5 -1 O -1 5 -20 -25 -30 
- 

Charge 
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Figure 2 5  Charging patterns observed by (a) Jayaraiae et al (1983) and (b) Takahashî (1978)- The lines 
indicate charge sign reversai ternperatures- The charging patterns observed are significantiy different, and 
no satisfactory explanation for the difference has been presented. Mer (a) Saunders ( 1993) and (b) 
Takahashi (1978). 
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groups using either of the two data sets in their models ciaim varying degrees of success. 

Recently attempts have been made by the Manchester group to recreate the 

experiments of Takahashi (1978). They suggested that the differences were due to 

different ways of measuring the cloud LWC in the two experimentai setups (Brooks and 

Saunden. 1995). Takahashi has not accepted this argument, and claims to have recently 

reproduced his original results (Takahashi, personal communication). 

2.4 Proposal For Current Research 
The dficulties described clearly indicate the need for an independent 

investigation. However, the cloud chamber technique used in previous experiments has 

some serious flaws that must be addressed. Primarily, the conditions in a cloud charnber 

cannot be controlled well enough to provide reliable data. In particdu, ice crystals 

growing in the chamber do so at the expense of the liquid water in the cloud and sediment 

out, so the LWC and droplet size distribution are changing continuously. Since changes 

in the LWC are known to affect the sign and magnitude of the charge transfer, analysis of 

the charging data is extremely complicated. 

Furthermore, the ice crystai concentrations used by Jayaratne et al (1983) and the 

Manchester group are much too high. Jayaratne et al quote ice crystal concentrations of 

1o6 per litre or more. No estimate of ice crystai concentration is given by Talcahashi 

(1978). However, the method of seeding described (a piece of dry ice placed in the 

chamber for the duration of the experiment) would suggest very high ice crystal 

concentrations, perhaps even higher than those of Jayaratne et al. High ice crystal 
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concentrations make very smaii charge transfea easier to measure because the nurnber of 

coUisions with the riming target are hi@. However, the conclusion of Reynolds et al 

(1957), that the charging is a function of the ratio of the concentrations of icc crystals and 

droplets, has largely been ignored. This conclusion suggests that the results of Jayaratne 

et al and Takahashi may oot be directiy applicable to thunderstom, since even large 

storms have much lower ice crystal concentrations (order of 100 per litre or less). 

A new study of the ice crystal-graupel collision charging mechanism is warranted 

if it can provide better control of the simulated cfoud conditions and more accurately 

recnate the microphysical conditions in the charge generating region of a thunderstom. 

The strong dependence of the charging on cloud conditions suggests that such an 

experiment may provide data significantly different nom those presented by either the 

Manchester group or Tdcahashi. New results should better reflect the charge transfers 

occming during ice particle collisions in a thundentorm. The Triple Interaction Facility, 

developed for this study and innoduceci in the following chapter, provides the 

environment for such an experiment. 



Chapter Three 

Experimental Facilities and Procedures 

3.1 The Triple Interaction Facility 
An expenmental investigation of ice crystd-graupel collision charging requires a 

facility capable of producing a cloud composed of ice crystals, supercooled water 

droplets, water vapor and graupel. The simple cloud chamber design used in previous 

studies is capable of producing such a cloud. However, as described at the end of 

Chapter 2, the cloud chamber produces conditions that are constmtly chûnging during an 

experiment and that often do not represent the environment observed in thundentorms. 

A new facility has been developed for this study that can produce three phase 

clouds without the limitations of the cloud chamber design. The facility is known as the 

Tripie Interaction Facility, shown schematicdy in Figure 3.1. The name is taken from a 

report of a workshop on "The future of laboratory research and facilities for cloud physics 

and cloud chemistry'' (List et al, 1986). The report discusses the need for a faciiity that 

couid be used to shidy interactions between three or more precipitation and cloud particle 

types under weIl contrded conditions. The current facility is the fint reported to meet 

the prescn'bed requirements. 

The Triple Interaction Facility consists of ihree distinct parts: the king physics 

wind tunnel, the ice crystal growing chamber, and the measiiring system. The tunnel and 



Triple Interaction Facility (TIF) rn 

/ce Crystal Chamber I I Wind Tunnel 
Figure 3.1 : The Wind Tunnel: [ IITunnel fan; [2]Hcaiers; [3]Turning vanes; [4 ]Pipe to vacuuiii pump; [5 JCooling element; [6]Access door; 

f 71Double wall flaps; [IJPerforated wooden board; (9JTunnel kettle; [IOIlce crystal injection; [1 IJWater injection; [IZJContraction; 
13lPresswre muasuring nip les; [14]Measuring section (a: inner wall; b: outer wall). 

The Ice Crysial Chamber: fi 5]lce c rial growing choniber (2.4111 x 2.4m x 1.2m); [IoJPipe aecers door; [17 ]Stem kettle in insulated can; 
[18]Chamber fan; [19]Chamber win 7 ow;[2O]Cold rooin;[2 1JConnecting pipe (a: ice crystal pipe; b: dry ice pipe), 
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chamber are used to create the cloud for ail triple interaction experiments. The measuring 

system is expiment specific and can aiso accommodate investigations that do not 

involve electrical chaiging. Each part of the facility will be discussed separately. In the 

following subsections, di numbers in square brackets mfer to the numbers that label 

Figure 3.1. 

3.1. I The Wind Tunnel 
The hem of the Triple Interaction Facility is the University of Toronto's king 

physics wind tunnel, fmt described by List et al (1987). The wind tunnel has been used 

for over a decade to study growth and heat and mais transfer of graupel and hailstones 

(Zheng and List, 1996; Greenan and List, 1995; Cober and List, 1993; Garcia-Garcia and 

List, 1986; Lesins and List, 1986). The tunnel has an air tight closed circuit, that cm be 

pumped down to pressures as Iow as 30 kPa. Tunnel configuration can be adjusted to 

simulate a wide range of cloud conditions that cm be held stable for hours. 

For the current experiments the wind tunnel was confîgured to simulate graupel 

growth at hboratory pressure (approximately 100 kPa). The configuration was identical 

to that used in the experiments of Cober (199 l), except that somewhat higher velocities 

were used in the cment study. 

3.1.1.1 Velocîty and Temperature Control 
Air fiow in the wind tunnel is provided by a cenuifugal fan [ 11. Air is circulated 

counterclockwise, as shown by the arrows in Figue 3.1, to create an updraft at the 

measuRng section of the tunnel. Depending on the tunnel configuration and fan speed, 

air speeds of0.6 to 30 m s-' can be achieved in the measuring section. The current 
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experirnent was perforrned at speeds between 3 and 7 m s", which correspond 

approximately to the fall speeds of 3 mm &O 5 mm diameter gnupel (Locatelli and Hobbs, 

1974; List and Schemenauer, 197 1). 

Tunnel air speed is determinec! by measurïng the vennvi pressure drop of the flow 

across the contraction [12] below the measuring section. The pressure &op between two 

nippies [13] mounted Bush with the inner tunnel wails is measured using a Sem Systems 

Mode1 264 Low differential pressure transducer. The voltage output of the transducer is 

continuously rnonitored and converted into an air speed by the wind tunnel cornputer. 

One hundred velocity measurernents are averaged and the average is recorded at a rate of 

approximately three times per second. A Prandti tube, accurate to a. 1 m s", was used to 

calibrate the tunnel air speed versus voltage output from the pressure transducer. The 

Pmdtl tube was placed in the center of the measuring section during calibration, at the 

location where the riming target wouid be placed. 

Temperanire control is provided by combining the actions of a refngeration unit 

151 and three heaters [2]. The refngeration unit provides excellent stability at very low 

temperatures, but at temperatures above -15°C the cornpressor operates near threshold 

and has a tendency to cycle on and off. The heaten provide a thermal load above -15°C 

that the compressor easiiy and continuously removes, without cycling. The compressor 

and heater powers can be adjusted independently to provide cloud temperatures ranging 

firom +30°C to -30°C. At temperatures above -6°C the tunnel temperature can be kept 

constant to within dL3*C, and to l e s  than &.l°C at Iower temperatures. 
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For low to moderate speed graupel experiments. modifications are made to the 

tunnel to reduce the maximum air qxzd ruid irnprove temperature stability. The double 

wall flaps [7J are lowered aiici a perforated wooden board [8] is placed in the air flow. 

This redirects a large volume of tunnel air from between the inner wails [14a] to the 

square-ring outer wails [14b] of the measuring section, thus reducing the volume of air 

passing through the inner measuring section and lowering the air speed. The increased 

airflow passing through the outer square-ring of the tunnel draws heat away from the 

walls, providing a very flat temperature profiie within the measuring section at low speed. 

Tunnel temperature is measured using a Copper-Constantan therrnocouple (see 

Figure 3.3) placed inside the measuring section [14], the output of which is amplified 

lûûû (M. 1%) times by a Linear chopping operationai amplifer. The thermocouple is 

shielded by a small piece of metai attached to the imer measuring section wdl. The 

shield prevents rime ice fkom coiiecting on the thermocouple during expenments, which 

wodd cause the thermocouple to warm. The cold junction of the thermocouple was kept 

at room temperature, inside a metal box to minimize temperature fluctuations. The 

temperature of the cold junction was measured using an elecuonic temperature sensor 

(dl. 1°C), placed in thermal contact with the thermocouple amplifier. Themocouple 

output was adjusted to compensate for the cold junction temperature. 

The amplined thermocouple output was calibrated against a thermometer 

immersed in a mercury bath, cooled to -30°C. Themocouple and thermometer 

measurernents were recorded every 02OC as the mercury bath was w m e d  to 40°C. A 

hipIe point tube was &O used to caIibrate both the themocoupie and the thermometer. 
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The range of the thermocouple caiiiration was -29.0 to 37.7"C. and was accurate to 

&o. 1 OC* 

During experirnents, the output of the thermocouple amplifier is measured by an 

analog-to-digital converter in the wind tunnel cornputer. As with the velocity data, 100 

ampiified themocouple measurements are avenged and recorded three times per second. 

3.1.12 Liquid Water Content 
The droplet cloud in the wind tunnel is provided by spray nozzles [ I  11, located 

2 m below (upwind of) the riming target (see Figures 3.3 and 3.4). Depending on the air 

speed and the type and number of spray nozzles used, the cloud LWC cm range from 0.2 

to 20 g ma3. For this snidy a single noale was used, providing LWCTs of 0.2 to 2.0 g m". 

Distilled, de-ionized water was used in di charging experiments. 

The spray novle consisted of a Spraying Systems Company #1/8 .JJ miniature air 

atomizing nozzle with a JL050 fluid cap. The spray novle is operated by injecting 

pressurized air and water into opposite ends of a s m d  chamber. The water is ejected 

through a small hole at the top of the atomizing novle while the air is dllected through 

six larger holes surrounding the water hole. The pressurized air disrupts the water stream, 

causing it to break up into droplets of va~5ous sizes. The droplet size disuibution is a 

fiuiction of the nozzle air f ow rate, while the LWC is a function of the water fiow rate, 

The air and water fiow rates to the nozzle are controlled using a set of calibrated 

flowmeten. Air flow is controiIed using a Matheson #605 flowmeter, water flow is 

controUed with a Matheson #602 Gometer. 
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inside the tunnel the nozzle assembly is heated to prevent freezing of the water 

line and nozzle tip. The assembly is wrapped in Nichrome wire, a flexible electric 

heating element, and insulated to reduce heat transfer to the tunnel air. Nozzle 

temperature is measured using a thexmocouple placed on the nozzle tip, near the point of 

droplet ejection. The power to the Nichrome wire is adjusted to keep the nozzle 

temperature at approximately +lO°C before an expenment is begun. During an 

experiment, when water and air flow to the nozzie have k e n  established, the nozzle 

temperature typically drops below +g°C. Calculations presented by Cober ( 199 1) 

inaicate that droplets have sufficient time to cool to ambient tunnel temperatures before 

they reach the mensuring section, even at rneaswing section air speeds of 7 m se'. (Below 

the contraction the air speed is l/  12 that of the measuring section.) 

The LWC of the cloud is caicuiated fiorn the water flow rate as mesureci with the 

flowmeter. By geometric considerations, the LWC cm be detemiined using the equation: 

where F i s  the cloud LWC measured in g m-3, F is the nozzie water fiow rate measured 

in g se', A is the cross sectional area of the measuring section in m', and V is the tunnel air 

speed in m s? The LWC calcuiated by this method agrees weU with the estimated LWC 

derived nom meanuements with the 2DCG probe (see Section 3.1.1 -3). 

Equation 3.1 assumes that the distribution of liquid water in the measuring section 

is Mifonn. Cober (1%) 1) showed that droplets are evedy distriiuted in the measuring 

section except in a 1 cm boundaty layer dong the perimeter. He showed that the ice that 
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collected on the measuring section walls corresponded to the m a s  of Liquid water that 

would be expected in the boufidary layer for an even distriiution, so Equation 3. L can be 

used without correction. 

3.1.13 Droplet Size Distribution 
The droplet size distribution of the tunnel cloud c m  be varied by adjusting the air 

Bow rate to the noule. Cober ( 199 1) measured the droplet size distribution in the 

measuring section for five different air flow rates. characterized in Table 3.1 and Figure 

3.2. The size distributions were measured using the Magnesium Oxide Technique (May, 

1950; Cober, 1987). in which droplets are collected on thin giass strips coated in MgO. 

Droplet impacts leave craters that are proportionai to the droplet diameter. The craters 

are observed under a microscope to determine the size distribution of the cloud. 

The size distributions measured by Cober were verified by obsewations made in 

the cumnt snidy, using a 10 pm resolution Knollenberg 2D Cloud Greyscde Robe 

(2DCG - described in Section 3.1.3.2 and in detail in Appendix A). The LWC of the 

cloud is estimated fiom the partial spectra measured with the 2DCG probe (minimum 

- .. . - . -. 

Table 3.1 Characteristics of the droptet size distributions used in the expimental series. The three 
distributions marked in bord were used throughout the experimental series, the others in a few experiments 
at 46OC (see Figme 4.6)- Data was provided by Dr. Stewart G. Cober (personal communication), except 
for the -et collection efficïency which was dbrated in the current snidy (see Section 3- i- t -4). 
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+ No. Conc. - 19.2 microns 
+No. Conc. - 20.8 microns - .I - No. Conc. - 24.8 microns 
+ Cum. Vol. - 19.2 microns 
-.O- Cum. Vol. - 20.8 microns 
- Q - Cum. Vol. - 24.8 microns 

Droplet Diameter Bin Ranges (Cun) 

figure 3 2  Uroplet size distrtbutions used in chatging expenments. Labeb mdrcate the mean droplet 
size for each distribution (see Table 3-1) Figure (a) shows the number concentration and cumulative 
cnass distribution of the t h e  distributions used in di experhental series. Figure (b) shows the same 
for the two other distributions used ody in a few experlments at - t6"C- Spectra were measured in ice 
crystal free clouds using the Magnesimn Oxi& technique. Data was provided by Dr- Stewart G- Cober 
(personal communication). 
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observable particle size, 35 pm). For each distribution the 2DCG estimated LWC 

corresponds to the mass distniution expected for the observable portion of the droplet 

spectnun. to within expenmental error (-+IO%). Droplets larger than those measured by 

Cober are observed, but in very low concentrations. 

3.1.1.4 Effective Liquid Water Content 
The effective liquid water content (ELWC) is a measure of the mass of liquid 

water a target would sweep out of a given cloud. Since the collection efficiency of a 

droplet is a function of the droplet size and target shape, the ELWC for a given target 

changes with the droplet size distribution. For a given distribution and target shape the 

ELWC is equal to the actual LWC multiplied by the target collection efficiency for the 

distribution. 

The collection efficiencies of the droplet size distributions Listed in Table 3.1 were 

calibrated at a velocity of 5.0 m s-' and an actud LWC of 0.99 g m'! Before each 

calibration experiment the combined m a s  of the target and a srnail metal plate was 

determined using an elec~onic balance, accurate to 0.01 mg. The srnall metal plate was 

placed in a freezer where it cooled to -35°C- 

At the start of each calibration experiment the target was shielded so that rime was 

not couected untd the nozzle system reached equilibrium. When the n o d e  water flow 

rate stabilized the shield was removed and an electronic stopwatch was started The 

target couected rime for 3 to 4 minutes before the calibraiion experiment was stopped, 

corresponding to a volmne swept out by the target of at least 200 litres. To end the 

experiment the shield was repiaced and the stopwatch was haited. 
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The riming target was removed fiom the tunnel and placed ont0 the smdi metal 

plate. The cooled plate slowed the melting and evapontion of the rime ice and coliected 

any ice that melted off the target. The target, the plate and the rime ice were weighed 

together and the total mass was subtracted from the mass of the target and the plate alone. 

The collection efficiency of the droplet size distribution was calculated by dividing the 

mass of rime collectcd by the target by the total mass of liquid water available in the 

swept out volume of the target. The results of the calibrations are listed in Table 3.1. 

3.1.1.5 ElecW~cation of the Droplet Cloud 
It is weii known that the process of droplet formation by breakup. such as that 

used by the tunnel spray noPles, produces droplets that are charged (Iribarne, 1972; 

Iribarne and Klemes, 1974). The charge develops through a shearing of the charged 

double layer that exists in a liquid, near the interface with a soiid or a gas. The average 

charge acquired by a droplet is a function of sevenl factors, including Liquid conductivity, 

droplet size, and the tirne required for completion of the disruption. The charge acquired 

by any given droplet is random. 

Droplet charging is observed in the spray-produced tunnel cloud. Section 4.2 

presents a typical experiment which illustrates droplet charging. The droplet charging 

consists of a high fkequency signal and a bias current. The high fiequency signal is 

caused by the high thne resolution of the charging meastuement (3 measurements per 

second). In the short time requkd to complete a single meamment, the specmim of 

droplets coliected by the r e g  target rnay be signincantly different fiom the cloud 

average. Since each droplet of a given size in the spectmm is carrying a random charge, 
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the charge transferred to the target in L/3 of a second wiU have an qpreciable standard 

deviation. The magnifude of the standard deviation is a function of the droplet size 

distribution and LWC. SmaHer mean droplet sizes or higher LWCTs produce a higher 

standard deviation because more droplets are swept out by the target in a given time. 

However, the standard deviation for a given droplet size distribution is approximately 

constant for the duration of a single experiment. Therefore, the high frequency droplet 

charging c m  be treated statistically as a rneasurement ermr that c m  be determined for 

each experiment. 

The bias current is a function of two effects. First, when droplets separate from 

the nozzle water stream, the stream is left with a residual charge equal and opposite to 

that acquired by the droplet. However, the stream is still in contact with the novle 

assembly, which is grounded to prevent the buildup of charge. Some of the residuai 

charge on the water stream passes to ground through the noale assembly, leaving a net 

charge on the droplet cloud. Second, the collection eficiency of the riming target is not 

uniforrn for ai l  droplet sizes. Smaller droplets have much lower collision probabilities 

than larger droplets. Since the droplet charging is a function of droplet size, the riming 

target would acquire a net charge even in a cloud that is net neuual. 

The magnitude and sign of the bias current is random, and can vary significantly 

between experiments performed under identical conditions. However, during a given 

experiment the bias is constant to wiihin I0.5 p k  This is illustrated in the experiment 

presented in Section 4.2. The~efore, the bias current can be detennined in the ice crystal 
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h e  phases of a given experiment, and subtracted from the current associated with ice 

3.1.1.6 Relativz Humidity 
The relative humidity in the measuring section is measured by the psychometric 

method, using a thermocouple placed next to the thermocouple used to measure tunnel 

temperature. The themocouple was calibrated in the manner described in Section 

3.1.1.1. When both thermocouples are ice free, tunnel temperahms determined by the 

two thermocouples agree to within dl. 1°C. 

To determine the relative humidity a thin coating of ice is deposited ont0 the 

second thermocouple. If the nuinel air is supersaturated or subsaturated with respect to 

ice, the ice coating on the themocouple will wami by deposition or cool by sublimation, 

respectively. The temperature difference between the dry and ice bulb thermocouples is 

used to determine the tunnel relative humidity with respect to ice (RHI). For an arnbient 

tunnel temperature of -lS°C, a difference in temperature of a. 1°C corresponds to &.3% 

RHI. 

Below - lS°C thermocouple measurements always differ by O. 1 OC so relative 

hurnidity measurements are not considered accurate below this temperature. At higher 

temperatures relative humidities in the measuring section are always observed between 

100% RHI and 109% W. The tunnel relative humidity increases with LWC. Since the 

cloud droplets act as a source of water vapor, more droplets raise the humidity. 
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A kettie [9] placed inside the tunnel can be used to produce steam to increase the 

relative humidity. Under ideal conditions it cm be raised beyond 100% wi th respect to 

water (RH'. By varying the power to the kettle the relative humidity can be adjusted. 

In preliminary experiments, humidities as high 140% RHK were measured when the kettle 

was used However, the control over the exact relative hurnidity is poor because the rime 

ice on the tunnel walls will absorb a large amount of the water vapor. Furthemore, the 

kettle is a large heat source inside the tunnel, so temperature control is less effective. 

Typical temperature stability during relative humidity experiments is approximately 

+l°C. The tunnel kettle was not used in the current study. 

3.11 The Ice Crysui Chamber 
The Triple interaction Facility was designed to produce a three phase cloud: ice 

crystals, droplets, and vapor. As is described in Section 3.1.1, the wind tunnel is 

responsible for generating the droplets and vapor in the cloud. The ice crystal chamber 

[ 151 is the source of ice crystals for the faccility. 

The chamber has dimensions 122 cm x 244 cm x 239 cm (7.1 m3), and is 

contained in a large cold room (walk-in freezer) that c m  be cooled to -2S°C. Typically, 

the chamber is kept at approximately the same temperature as the wind tunnel. However, 

the temperahue of the chamber cm be different fkom that of the tunnel for experiments 

chat study the effect of ice crystal habit The chamber is connected to the wind tunnel by 

a 5 m long, 10 cm diameter alumintm pipe [21al that is surrounded by a second, 15 cm 

diameter PVC pipe [2 1 b] that is hUed with dry ice. The inner pipe enters the tunnel 
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through one of the access ports [IO], 10 cm below the spray noale. Inside the chamber a 

lid is hinged to the inner pipe to control access to the tunnel [ 161. 

Steam is produced using an insulated kettle placed beneath the chamber [17], and 

enters the charnber through a plastic funnel. The chmber fan [18] is used to maintain the 

temperattue in the charnber before ice crystals are initiated, and to cool and dry the 

chamber beween experiments. Ice crystds are initiated in the chamber by btiefïy 

inserting a piece of metal that has been cooled in liquid nitrogen. The ice crystals grow at 

the expense of the liquid water in the chmber cloud. 

Ice crystds are forced into the tunnel by the tunnel vacuum pump [4] which is run 

continuously and creates a pressure ciifference between the chamber and the tunnel. Ice 

crystals are carried to the tunnel in the aimow as soon as they are f i t  observed in the 

chamber. The travel time fiom the chamber to the tunnel measuring section is 10 to 15 

seconds. With the pump operating at full power ice crystals are obsexved in the tunnel 

measuring section for more than 6 minutes before the chamber is depleted. Typical 

experiments are run for 2 to 4 minutes only to ensure that the ice crystal chamber 

conditions remain relatively constant. 

3.1.2.1 Ice Crystai Habits, Sizcs and Concentrations 
Ice crystals were collected in the cloud chamber using the formvar replication 

technique (Takahashi and Fukuta, 1988). Slides coated with liquid fomvar were placed 

on the floor of the cloud chamber. Ice crystak that fd ont0 the slides leave impressions 

in the fonnvar as it dries. The siides are dowed to sit in the cold room for 30 minutes, 

dowing the ice crysrals to evaporate and Ieaving only the impression of the ice crystai in 
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the dry fomvar. The siides can then be removed and observed under a microscope at 

room temperature. 

The ice crystal habits observed in the chamber Vary with temperature in the 

manner described by Takahashi et uI (1990). For example, at -8°C plates are the 

predominant ice crystal habit; at - 16°C dendrites are observed. Ttimgular habits have 

been observed at ail temperatures, in very low concentrations. These ice crystais are 

likely created because the cioud is seeded with liquid nitrogen. Similar triangular habits 

have been observed in high cimis clouds at temperatures below -40°C (Haiiett, 1997). 

Ice crystals as large as 180 pm have been observed in the chamber, aithough most 

are between 50 and 100 p. Ice crystal concentrations in the chamber have not been 

measured, but visual estimates suggest concentrations of at least IO' per litre. 

Ice crystal concentrations and sizes in the measuring section are detemiined using 

the PMS 2DCG probe, descnbed in Section 3.1.3.2 and in detail in Appendk A. The 

probe sampie volume is located in the center of the measuring section, 30 cm below the 

Nning target. Ice crystals are distinguished from droplets by a simple habit detemination 

algorithm. The resolution of the probe is 10 pm, and the algorîthm provides a minimum 

detectable ice crystai size of 40 p. 

Figure 4.2(b) gives an example of 10 second average ice crystal concentrations 

observed in the measuring section in a typical experiment Ice crystd concentrations of 

60 to 300 per litre are typical, with maximum concentrations of 450 per litre. Maximum 

ice clystai &es in the measining section were 80 to 90 Ice crystals of ali sizes are 
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present in any 10 second average. However, most ice crystais are 50 to 70 pm in the 

longest dimension. 

3.1.3 The Measuring Section 

The measuring section (1141 and Figure 3.3) of the wind tunnel is where target 

particles are suspended and observations are made. It has a double wall construction with 

an inner cross section of 17.8 cm x 17.8 cm and a height of 70 cm. The wails of the 

rneasuring section are made of aluminum and act as a Faraday cage around the target 

particle. As a result, very Little extemal elecüical noise is observed. 

The measuring section instrumentation consisted of: two therrnocouples to 

measun temperature (Section 3.1.1.1) and relative humidity (Section 3.1.1.6); a pressure 

transducer to measure tunnel pressure and air speed (Section 3.1.1.1); a picoammeter; and 

a 2DCG probe. Two IBM 386 personal cornputers were used to coilect data from the 

measurîng section. One cornputer was dedicated to ninning and recording data from the 

2DCG probe, the other collected data fiom the remaining instruments. The docks on the 

two cornputers are synchronized to within a . 5  seconds of each other before the start of 

each experiment. 

3.13.1 The Photographie System 

The inner and outer waiIs of the measurîng section can be exchanged to d o w  the 

use of a variety of camera equipment to provide a photographic record of experiments. 

Photographs were taken using a Nikon F camera with a 55 mm micro lem and a Nikon M 

extension tube. In this configuration the camera has a depth-of-field of approximately 

8 mm. The camera is mormtcd on the access door of the measimng section. The access 
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door has a recessed cavity in which the camera sits. When the access door is closed the 

inside of the cavity is flush with the imer waii of the measuring section, allowing the 

camera to be as close to the target particle as possible. 

Three strobe lights are used to illuminate cloud particles for visual and 

photographie observations, a Strobotac 1538-A controlling two Stroboslave 1539-A. The 

lights shine through glas windows located Mo, 90". and 135" from the camera mount on 

the measuring section access door. Cloud droplets could only be observed using the 45" 

and 135" strobes. Ice crystals were best seen when the 4S0 and 90" lights were used. 

When al1 three lights are used the whole cloud was iiiuminated, but ice crystals were 

difficult to observe because of the intensity of the light reflected by the much higher 

droplet concentration. With only the 45O and 90" iights active very few droplets were 

Figure 3.3 (a) Horizontai and (b) verticai cross section of the wind tunnel rneasuring section: [Z&ner 
waüs; [2]0uter wds;  [3]Target particle; [4]Paaicle suppoc [T]Teflon colIr, [6]Low noise coaxid cable; 
[7JAccess door; [8JCamera; [9]Strobe lights; [tO]Strobe windows; [I  i]Thermocouples; [ 121Riming shieids; 
[13]2DCG windows; [14]2DCG laser beam; [ISJ2DCG object plane; f l6lPressure uansducer nipples. Note 
that the thermocouples [II], the 2DCG windows 1131, and the nming shields [121 are actualty located on 
the perpendicular wds, ben& the strobe tights [9], 
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Uuminated and the ice crystds could be easily observed. 

3.13.2 The 2DCG Probe 
A ParticIe Measwing Systems (PMS) 2-Dimensional Cloud Particle Greyscale 

(2M3G) probe was used to determine the number concentration and size distribution of 

wind tunnel cloud particles during experiments. The probe was especially designed for 

use in Iaboratory studies (Particle Measuring Systems, 1977). It has a resolution of 

10 p, which is significantiy better than the 25 prn resolution typical of aircraft probes. 

Since the data acquired by the 2DCG probe is critical to the analysis of the charge 

transfer experiments, significant efforts were made to ensure the proper operation of the 

probe and correct analysis of probe data. The general operation of the probe, the method 

of data maiysis, and an analysis of error is presented in detail in Appendix A and is 

summ;irized here. 

Figure A. 1 shows a schematic of the optical system of the probe. The îDCG is 

designed to take shadow images of particles that pass through a laser beam shining on a 

senes of 60 optical array elements. The horizontal resolution of the optical array is 

10 pin, providing a total width of 600 pm. The probe electronics converts, in parallel. the 

output fiom each optical element into 2 bits of digitai data that correspond to 4 possible 

leve1s of shadow. The shadow levels correspond to 0%. 25%, 50% and 75% shadowed. 

The probe electronics sample the data at a rate determined by the True Air Speed (TAS) 

clock. The TAS clock signal is provided by a Wavetek Mode1 19 digital h c t i o n  

generator and is set to provide a vertical resolution that matches the horizontal resolution. 
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For a tunnel velocity of 5 m s-' the TAS clock frequency is set to 500 kHz, which gives a 

vertical resolution of IO p. Particle images are recorded in the probe hardware memory 

and downloaded by the probe computer. 

Image file sizes ranged from 3 to 25 megabytes in size depending on the droplet 

size distribution, the LWC and the duration of the experiment. Probe data was andyzed 

after experiments using custom analysis software. The software identified particle 

images, applied selection criteria (see below), and estimated particle concentrations and 

associated errors. 

Joe and List (1987) presented a technique for improving the accuracy of 2D 

greyscale probes. It was shown that the darkness of the shadow in an image could be 

caiiibrated against the distance of the object from the optical plane of the probe, as  a 

function of the object size. The cntena was used in the curent work to accurately define 

the sample depth of the ZDCG, in the manner descnbed by Joe and List (1987). 

The 2DCG probe was calibrated for image size and for the selection cnteria of Joe 

and List (1987) by analyzing images of glas  beads of known size. The selection cntena 

were applied by the analysis program to reject images that were outside of the defîed 

sampie depth of the probe. 

3.1.3.3 The Charghg Measurements 
Figure 3.4 shows the target particle support system and the instrumentation used 

for charging measurements. The ri@& stationary particle support is made of electncally 

insulating PVC plastic. Enclosed in the hollow support is a Iow-noise coaxial cable, 
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connected to a contact &p. The strip provides both electrical contact and mechanical 

support to the target particle, which is inserted into a 6 mm hole at the boaom of the 

support. The support passes through the inner wall of the measuring section through a 

5 cm diameter Tefion coUar (see Figure 3.3). The coUv prevents rime ice fioni creating a 

secondary path from the target to ground. 

At the other end of the coaxid cable, the target is connected to ground through a 

500 ML2 resistor and a Keithiey mode1 485 digital picoammeter. The mode1 485 is a 4% 

digit, &20,000 count picoammeter with a resoIution of O. 1 PA. It cm perform up to 3 

readings per second. 

The picoammeter was calibrated foilowing the procedure specified in the 

instrument manual (Keithley Instruments, L984b). The calibration was performed using a 

l 

Low Noise 
Coax Cable 

I 

- - 

t 
0 

Air Flow 

Figure 3.4 Structural and eiectncai schematk of a typicai target partide and the particle support, The 
cylindricai bras mget (48 mm long, 5 mm diameter) is used to simulate a graupei particle. 
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Hewlett-Packard 74 1 B DC Standard voltage source that can generate a voltage up to 1 V 

that is accurate to 20 pV. The manufacturer specified accuracy of the picoammeter is 

t(0.4% of the reading + 4 counts (0.4 PA)) for the 2 nA scale at which the picoammeter 

was operated. 

The 500 MR resistor serves to rninimize amplifier noise in the picoammeter 

(Keithley Instruments, 1984a, 1984b) and to minimize the nimnts from any thermal 

EMF's in the system. The low noise coaxial cable and the aluminum wails of the 

measuring section dso act to minimize electrical noise in the system. The observed 

baseline noise, with the tunnel ninning at maximum air speed and no cloud in the 

measuring section, is typically l e s  thm H. 1 PA, the resolution of the picoammeter. A 

0.1 pA current corresponds to a potential diîference of 50 mV between the target particle 

and ground. 

The digital output of the picoammeter is coliected by the wind tunnel computer, 

which also provides timing for experiments. Whenever the picoammeter signals that a 

reading is available the ninnel computer records the picoammeter output and state, the 

the, and 100 point averages of the temperature, relative hurnidity, laboratory air 

pressure, and tunnel velocity. At the end of each experiment comments are recorded and 

appended to the data file for the experiment. 

3.2 Experimental Procedure 
Each experiment is performed at fîxed ice crystal chamber and -el 

temperanires, air speed, liquid water content, and droplet size distribution. The tunnel 
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and chamber temperatures are typicdy set at the start of each day, and al1 experiments 

performed that day are at the same temperature. 

Rior to an experirnent the nming target is cleaned of any ice collected during the 

previous experiment, so that each experiment begins with the target in the sarne 

condition. The ice crystal chamber kettle is turned on, to ailow the kenle time to warm 

and for steam to accumulate in the chamber. The pipe access lid is opened. The 2DCG 

probe and the tunnel vacuum pump are also stated before the experiment begins, and the 

desired wind tunnel air speed is set. 

An experiment is begun by starting the wind tunnel cornputer, at which tirne a 

hand held stopwatch is also started. Ten seconds after the experiment begins, the air flow 

to the tunnel nozzle is started, set for the desired droplet size distribution. Water flow to 

the n o d e  is started 10 seconds later. The experiment is mn for at least IYz minutes with 

only a droplet cloud to-dow Ume for the nozzle system to reach equilibriurn and to 

record a baseline for the charging measurements. 

When the water flow to the nozzle system has stabilized the experiment is 

continued in the chamber cold room, When sufficient steam is available in the chamber 

ice crystals are initiated in the chamber by i n s e h g  a nitrogen cooled rnetallic object. 

The stopwatch thne and the tempera= in the ice crystal chamber are recorded. The 

t h e  is recorded again when ice crystals are fim observed in the chamber, as is a 

qualitative estimate of the density of steam in the chamber (see Section 4.3.3). 
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The ice crystal phase of the expriment continues for 2 to 4 minutes. During this 

time Fine adjustments are made to the cloud LWC and tunnel air speed. Visual 

observations of the ice crystal and droplet concentrations are made through the camera 

access port in the measuring section door, using the appropriate tunnel strobe lights. The 

temperatures of the nozzie, the ice crystal pipe, and the tunnel cooling element are 

recorded. The ice crystal phase ends when the pipe access lid is closed, after which the 

chamber kettie is shut off. The time that the access lid is closed is recorded, as is the 

chamber temperature. 

The droplet cloud is maintained for at least 1 minute after the end of the ice 

crysral phase. At the end of the experiment the water flow to the novle is stopped. The 

nozzle air flow is shut off at least 30 seconds later. The times that the nozzle water and 

air flow are stopped are recorded. The tunnel computer and ZDCG probe are stopped no 

less than 10 seconds after the n o d e  air is shut off. After the tunnel computer is stopped, 

the wind tunnel vacuum pump is tumed off. 

M e r  each experiment, comments are recorded and appended to the experiment 

data file. Comments always include the recorded times and ternperatures, particdar 

experiment conditions, observations of the target after the experiment, and other general 

comments and observations, 
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Results 

4.1 Introduction 
The analy sis of ice cry stal-graupel collision c harging experimen t s involves 

calculating the average charge transfemd to the target particle per ice crystai collision for 

specified cloud conditions. In the current study cloud conditions spanned temperatures 

between -5°C and -2 1°C; LWC's between 0.25 and 2.0 g m'3; three droplet size 

distributions; ice crystd chamber relative hurnidities between ice and water saturation; 

and velocities from 3 to 6 m S-'. in total 172 experiments were performed. The data from 

these experiments are catalogued in Appendix B. 

This chapter begins with the presentation of a selected typical expenment that wili 

be analyzed in detail to illustrate the stability of the experhental conditions and general 

characteristics of the analysis. Next, the results of the entire experimental series WU be 

presented, dong with general comments. A complete discussion of the results is reserved 

for Chapter 5. Possible pararneterizations of the data will be offered at the end of this 

chapter. Note that ai i  errors quoted in the following sections represent one standard 

deviation fiom the mean, 

4.2 Results of a Single Expertment 
Figure 4.l(a) shows the current fiom the riming target to ground as a huiction of 

elapsed the.  The corresponding tunnel conditions are shown in Figure 4.2. The 

experiment was perfonned with a cloud LWC of 1.43 & 0.M g m-3, at a temperature of 
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-2 1 .O4 O.M°C and a velocity of 5.29 * 0.05 rn S-'. The tunnel conditions and errors are 

calculated from measurements made from the beginning of the analysis baseline (2: 10 

minutes elapsed tixne) until the end of the ice phase. The dropbt distribution with a mean 

diameter of 20.8 pm was used in this experiment, giving an ELWC of OS6 g me3. 

As discussed in Section 3.1.1.4, droplets formed by spray nozzles are charged by 

the disruption process. The current associated with the charged droplets cm be seen in 

Figure 4.1 (a) during the interval Iabeled "Ice FreeTT. The droplet current includes both a 

high frequency noise and a baseline bias current. The baseiine bias current in ihis 

experiment was nearly zero (0.02 I 0.26 PA), however non-zero bias currents of I2 pA 

were typicaily observed. The highest bias currents observed were between +6 and +7 PA, 

which occurred in four experiments performed at -5°C using the 19.8 p n  mean diameter 

droplet distribution. The time required to reach a stable bias current varied between 

experîments, usually ranging from 30 seconds to 3 minutes. The bias current of the 

experiment shown in Figure 4. [(a) stabilized in approximately two minutes. The four 

experiments that had 6 to 7 pA b i s  currents were exceptions, taking up to 7 minutes to 

stabilize. However, regardles of the tirne required to reach a stable bias current, once 

achieved the bias current remained constant to within M.5 pA nearly indefinitely. For 

example, constant bias currents were observed for 7 minutes in the four experiments that 

had high bias currents. This stability was observed for ai l  cloud conditions. 

The high fkquency noise is a generally a bc t ion  of droplet size disaiution, 

with srnaDer droplets producing more noise. The standard deviation of the droplet 

charging about the bias current in Figure 4.l(a) is 3 5 pA, which is higher than typical for 
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Figute 4.1 (a) The charging pattern and (b) the ten second average number concentration of hot round' 
images for an expriment performed at -21°C, an ELWC of 056 r 0-006 g m-3 and a velocity of 5.29 2 

0.05 m S-'. The 20.8 pm mean diameter dmpIet distribution was used. The background current and 
number concentration were caiculared using a baselie h m  2: 10 to 3: 10 minutes, Ice crystais are 
initiated in the ice crystal c h b e r  at 3:00 minutes, are fnst observed at 3: f 0 and are ikt  detected in the 
measurïng section between 330 and 3:40 minutes. 
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Figure 4 2  The tunnel conditions correspondhg to the expriment shown in Figure 4.1. The average 
temperature and velocity in the meaPinug section for the duration of the b a ~ i i n e  and ice phase of the 
experiment (2: 10 to 7:00 minutes) were -2 1.04 I O.04OC and 529 * 0.05 m i'. 
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this dropfet distribution. Typical standard deviations for the 19.2 p, 20.8 p and 

24.8 pm distributions are 3.0 PA, 1.5 pA and 0.6 PA, respectively. The reason for the 

higher droplet noise in this expriment is tll~iuiown, but both higher and iower thm 

average standard deviations were occasionally observed with ail droplet size distributions. 

In the current experiment the standard error of the estimate of the mean current, 

determined wing a L minute baseline from 2: 10 to 3: IO minutes ( 179 measurements), 

was 0.26 PA. 

Figure 4 4 b )  shows the ten second average number concentration of 'not roundT 

cloud particle images, larger than 30 pm diameter, recorded by the 2DCG probe. 'Not 

round' is defied as any image that has maximum and minimum radii that differ by at 

least L pixel. Aimost di ice crystals images are classified as 'not round' according to this 

criteria, but so are a large fraction of droplet images. These droplet images produce the 

background noise observed in the ice free phase of the experiment. The 'not round' 

droplet images are c a w d  by three factors: the resolution of the probe; a srnail merence 

between the droplei velocity and the probe True Air Speed setting; or droplet trajectories 

that are not perpendicular to the sampiing plane of the probe. The magnitude of the 

number concentration basehe is proportionai to both the cloud LWC and mean droplet 

diameter. The mean basehe was always calculated over the same time interval that was 

used to detennine the bias current* In tbîs case the basehe concentration was 403 r 57 

per Litre. The standard error of the estimate of the mean concentration. determined ushg 

6 ten second averages, was 2 3 3  per l i ~ .  
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The estimated error of the nurnber concentration for each size bin is calculated for 

every ten second average. Each estimate includes the standard deviation for the number 

of particles comtecl, assuming a Poisson distribution, md estimated errors for the depth- 

of-field caiibration (see Appendix A). The error for the total number concentration is 

caiculated from the error estirnates for each size bin using standard error propagation 

anaiysis. 

The ice phase of the experiment began at 3:ûû minutes elapsed time, when ice 

crystals were initiated in the ice crystai charnber. The temperature in the chamber at the 

start of the ice phase was -17°C. Ice crystals were first observed in the chamber at 3: 10 

minutes. Ice crystds are typicdly observed in the wind tunnel measuring section 10 to 20 

seconds after they are observed in the charnber. This is consistent with the fust peak in 

number concentration observed during the ice phase of the expriment (elapsed time 3:30 

to 3:40 minutes, concentration 5 11 + 67 per litre). The ice phase continued for 4 minutes. 

after which the charnber access door was closed. However. meastuable ice crystai 

concentrations were observed for Iess than 2 minutes (3:30 to 450 minutes). After the 

&op in ice crystal concentration the current fiom the target to ground r e m s  to within 

a5 pA of the baseline by 5:30 minutes. 

After the ice crystal chamber access dwr is closed at 7:00 minutes the current 

nom the target to ground r e m  to a baseline that is 2.4 pA more positive than the initial 

baseline, unal 9 : O  minutes when the water fi ow to the noale is stopped. This appears to 

be caused by ice crystals that are obsenred in the measuring section &er the end of the 

ice phase. It is believed that these ice crystds are fragments of the rime that collects on 
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the chamber access door during the ice phase and that break off when the access door is 

closed. The sign of the change in the baseline is consistent between experirïxnts, with 

magnitudes between 0.5 and 3 PA. As a resuit, the post ice phase baseline is never used 

in the analysis. 

For each number concentration measurement made during the ice phase the 

corresponding ten second average current to ground was calculated, as was the standard 

error of the estimate of the mean. For each point the charge umsfer per ice crystal 

collision, C, was calculated using the foilowing formula: 

I C=- 
A V N  

where I is the average current to ground minus the mean bias current N is the number 

concentration minus the mean bias concentration, A is the cross sectionai area of the 

target particle (2.4 x IO-' m2), and Vis the average tunnel velociiy from the beginning of 

the baseline until the end of the ice phase. The error for each estiinate is calculated using 

standard error propagation analy sis. 

Note that no adjusmient is made to the estimated charge transfer to account for the 

collision efficiency of the cylindncal riming target with the ice crystals, which is known 

to be less than unity for ice crystals smailer than 80 pm (Keith and Saunders, 1988). 

Therefore, the actud charge transferred to the target during an ice crystal collision wîII be 

systematicaily greater than suggested by Equation 4.1. 

A common feature of experiments performed at intermediate to high ice crystal 

chamber humidities (see Section 433) was that charge transfers esàmated fkorn data 
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points w i t h  30 seconds to 1 minute of the beginning of the ice phase were always much 

more negative than those at later stages. This effect is illustrated in Figure 4.1. The 

charge tramfer per ice crystal coilision calculated using data nom the ten second intervais 

beginning at 3:30,3:50 and 4:00 minutes are -14 + 10, -17 & 7, and - 18 t 14 fC per ice 

crystal coIIision, respectively. The charge transfer calculated at 4:40 minutes is -4.1 I 

2.0 fC per collision. This is caused by the depletion of the water vapor in the ice crystal 

chamber by the growing ice crystds, which is shown in Section 4.3.3 to favor more 

positive charging. Despite this behavior, the average charge transfers were calculated 

using all charge transfer estimates made within the ice phase of an expenment, except 

where noted (see Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4.10). This leads to a systematic underestimate 

of the charge uansfer at high relative humidfies that is not accounted for in the error 

anal ysis. 

The fial estimate of the charge transfer per collision is determined by taking the 

weighted average of the ten second estimates. Only points with number concentrations 

near to or greater than the estimated concenuation error are included in the average. 

Lower concentrations have rnuch larger associated charge transfer errors, larger than the 

estimated charge tmnsfer, and so have linle iduence on the weighted average. The 

number of points used for the weighted average varied between experiments from 1 to 17, 

although 4 to 8 was typicd. The standard deviation associated with the weighted average 

is equd to the square mot of the inverse of the sum of the weights (Mandel, 1964). In the 

curent expriment the final estimate was C = 5 5  & 1.9 fC per collision, using the four 

data points hted above. 
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Note that al1 charge tmnsfer estimates were made using ten second intervals. 

Using different intervals in the analysis may Iead to somewhat different estimates for the 

weighted average, since the nurnber of data points per expriment and the associated 

errors would change. The effect of chmging the interval would depend on the interval 

chosen, so this effect was not been considered in the analysis of experimentai error. 

4.3 Results of the Experimental Series 
The experimental series reveaied dependencies of the charge transfer on droplet 

sue distribution, temperature, ELWC, ice crystd chamber relative hurnidity and velocity. 

These dependencies will be presented in the following sections. Note that, except where 

inàîcated, chamber relative humidities were 'intermediate' (between ice and water 

saturation; see Section 43.3) at the t h e  of ice crystai initiation. 

The series aiso reveaied no dependency of the charge trmsfer on the temperatures 

of the ice crystal charnber or the comecting pipe. The ice crystal chamber temperature 

was typicdiy within I3"C of the tunnel temperature at the time of ice crystd initiation. 

However, in some experiments the chamber temperature was as much as 10°C w m e r  

than the tunnel temperature. No measurable effect on the charge transfer was observed 

when the chamber and tunnel temperatures were not the same. The temperattue of the 

comecting pipe typicaiIy ranged nom -30°C to -lO°C as the dry ice in the cooiing pipe 

evaporated over a period of several experïments. Again, no measurable effect on the 

charge transfer was observed. 

4.3.1 lXe Effect of Droplef Size Distntnbution 
Experiments were performed using cloud LWC's ranging nom 025 to 2.0 g m? 



Experiments at fuced LWC were repeated using three droplet size distributions, with 

mean droplet diameters of 19.2 pm, 20.8 pm and 24.8 ptn. Figure 4.3(a) shows the 

estimated charge vansfer per collision as a funchn of LWC for the three distributions, 

measured at -2 1 OC. The charge transfer observed at similar LWC's varies with the 

distriiution. For the 24.8 pm and 20.8 p distributions the maximum charge trawfer is 

observed at a LWC of 1.0 and 1.4 g mm3, respectively. For the 19.2 pm distribution the 

peak charge transfers occur at 0.5 and 1.5 g m-". 

Figure 4.3(b) shows the same results, this time plotted agillnst the effective LWC 

for each distribution. The figure shows that the peak charge transfers correspond to an 

ELWC of approximately 055 g m3. The relationship between the charge transfer and the 

ELWC holds weil throughout the range observed. The exception is the sharp spike 

observed at an ELWC of O. 16 g m;', which corresponds to the 19.2 pm distribution peak 

at 0.48 g m-3 LWC. This spike is the resuit of variations in the ice crystal chamber 

relative humidi~y that wiIi be described in Section 4.3.3. 

In Light of the dependence on droplet size distribution, the foiiowing sections 

present charge transfer measurements as a fuoction of ELWC rather than actuai cloud 

LWC. However, the droplet size disaibution used in each experiment will stU be 

indicated on ail graphs- 

4.32 The E a c t  of Temperahwe and Effectbe Liquid Water Content 
Figures 4.3(b), 4-4,4.5 and 4.6 show the charge transfer as a function of ELWC 

observed at tunnel temperatures of -YC, -Soc, - 1 I OC, -WC, - 16OC, - 18°C and -2 1 OC. 
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figure 4 3  The effect of droplet size distriution. Figure (a) shows the charge transferred per collision 
for three droplet size distributions, for liquid water concmts (LWC) betweeo 025 and 19 g m*3- 
Figure (b) shows the same data plotted agsiinst the effective LWC for each distributionc The resuits are 
consistent with a dependence on effective LWC d e r  than actual LWC. 
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Figure 4-4 The effect of temperature and effective liquid water content The average charge 
t d e r r e d  to the riming target is plotted as a fiinction of ELWC. At temperatures above -10°C 
positive charge was transfened to the target at alf ELWC's. 
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Figure 45 The cffect of temperature and effective iiquid water contenL The sign of the charge 
&er to the target changes h m  positive to negaiive below -1 1°C for ELWC s greater tham 
05 g rn-J At -14T a strong sensitivity to the relative hrmïdïty of the ice crystai chamber is observe4 
accounting for the scatta of points at 05 g m-3- 
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Figure 4.6 The effect of tempemm and effective liquid water content Below - I6'C the charge 
aaasfened to the target is negaiive at a i l  ELWCs, At -16°C the Iarge scatter of data points is indicative 
of a very strong sensitivity to the relative h-dity of the ice crystai chamber- The senes at -Id0C 
includes two additional droplet distributions, The resuits of these experhents were consistent with a 
de~endence of the chargine on ELWC. 
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For futed ELWC the magnitude and sign of the charge transfer is a hinction of 

temperature. Above - 10°C the charge transfcrred to the riming target is positive at al1 

ELWC's; below -15°C the charge transfer is always negative. The exact temperature of 

the sign reversal is a function of the ELWC, ranging from between -8°C and -1 1°C at 

1 .O g mJ to - l6OC at O, 1 g m;'. Within the range of WWC's studied. the reversai 

temperature seems to warm with increasing ELWC. 

The data are generally consistent with a dependence of the charge transfer on 

ELWC rather than LWC. Notable exceptions are the sharp spike at -16'C. 0.33 g m;' 

ELWC, and the large variability between experiments at - 14°C and -16'C with ELWC's 

between 0.5 and 0.6 g me3. As with the spike observed at -2 1 OC, these features are caused 

by variations in the ice crystai chamber relative humidity. 

4.3.3 The Effect of Ice Crystal Chamber ReUrtive Hluntuiity 

As mentioned in previous sections, it was observed that the charge transfer to the 

target was dependent on the relative humidity in the ice crystai chamber. The effect is 

illustrated in Figure 4.7. It was found that the sign of the charge transfer codd be 

changed by varying the chamber relative humidity, under otherwise identicai tunnel 

conditions. 

The Triple Interaction Facility was not equipped to measure the relative humidity 

in the ice crystal chamber. The chamber humidity was classified quaiitatively as Low, 

intermediate or high, depending on the density of s t e m  observed in the chamber at the 

time of ice crystal initiation. The s t e m  density was determined using a flash iîght, shone 

through the chamber window. Low chamber hrmiidity corresponded to 'wisps' of steam, 
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Ice Crystal Chamber Relative Humidity at Ice Initiation 
(Tunnel Temperature 44.1 t O.Z0C) 

Effective LWC (g ma) 

Figure 4.7 The charge transfer observed when the ice crystal chamber was near ice and 
water saturation at the thne of ice crystai initiation, For al1 four cases the m e 1  
temperature is - 14.1 * 03OC, the velocity is 526 0.03 m s", and the 20.8 pn mean 
diameter droplet distri'bution was used, 
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Figure 4.8 The charging pattern and measuring section dative humidity observeci at ice crystal chamber 
rehtive humidities near ice saturation, The charge transfer to the target is positive- The average charge 
trader per ire crystai collision is 4 . 4  t 2 3  TC . TunneI conditions: -143 i 0.05'C; 5.28 A 0.05 m s-'; 
O52 r 0.005 g m3 ELWC. 
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Figure 49 The charging pattern and measuring section relative hunidity observed at ice crystai chamber 
relative humiditïes near water saturation. The charge trader to the target is strongiy negative. The 
average charge nansfer per ice crystaI collision is -1 3.1 & 7-0 fC . Tunnel conditions: - 14.0 k 0.0 1 "C; 
529 I 0134 m s";051 I 0-W5 g nf3 ELWC. 
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Figure 4-10 The charging pattern and measuring section rettive humidity observed at intermediate ice 
crystal chamber relative humîdities, between ice and water saturation, The sign of the charge transfer 
changes during the duration of the experiment, The average charge aansfer per ice crystal collision is 
-22 i 03 fC per collision h m  3:20 to 531 min., 4-93  I 0-71 fC Erom 5:3 1 to 6: 1 1 min, and 4 - 2  * 
23  fC h m  6:ll to 7:ûû min. Tunnel conditions: -14.2 * O.Ol°C; 5.23 + 0.05 rn 5'; ELWC O 5 1  .t 
O.ûû5 g nf3. 



The Effect of Ice Crystal Chamber Relative Humidity 
(Tunnel Effective LWC 0.51 2 0.02 g ma) 
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entrained within mostly clear air. An even distribution of steam throughout the chamber, 

but with good visibility through the steam, was classified as intermediate humidity. High 

humidity was reached when the corners of the charnber opposite to the winciow were no 

longer visible. 

Low ice crystai chamber humidity corresponds to approximately 1 0 %  relative 

humidity wiih respect to ice. High humidity corresponds to approximately 100% relative 

hurnidity with respect to water. Intermediate humidity is between ice and water 

saturation- 

Figure 4.8 shows the charging pattern and measuring section relative humidity for 

an expriment performed at low ice crystai chamber humidity, near ice saturation. at a 

temperature of - L4"C, ELWC of O S  g m-3, and using the 20.8 pm distribution. Figure 4.9 

shows the same data for an experiment performed under identical tunnel conditions but at 

high chamber relative humidity, near water saturation. In both cases the measuring 

section relative humidity is approximately 103% of ice saturation. However, at low 

chamber humidity weak positive charging is observed, wMe saong negative charging is 

observed at high chamber h d d i t y .  

Figure 4.10 shows an experiment perfiormed under the same conditions as Figures 

4.8 and 4.9, but at intermediate relative humidity, between ice and water saturation. In 

this case the sign of the charge aansfer to the targel with respect to the baseline, changes 

positive to negative within the duration of the experiment The sign change appears 

to occur as  the steam in the chamber is depleted by the growing ice crystals. Similar sign 
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change charging patterns were obsenred in two other intermediate relative humidity 

experiments: again at -14"C, 0.5 g rn-) ELWC using the 20.8 prn distribution and at 

- 15°C. 0.5 g m-3 ELWC using the 24.8 pm distribution. 

Figure 4.1 1 shows the average charge transfer to the target at a constant ELWC as 

a knction of temperature and ice crystal chamber relative humidity. At temperatures 

below -lO°C relative humidities near water saturation always caused a stronger negative 

charge transfer than humidities near ice sahuation. Above - 10°C humidities near water 

saturation weakened the positive charge transfer to nearly zero. in preliminary 

experiments, not show in Figure 4.1 1, negative charging was observed at -5S°C and 

-25°C. These experiments were performed at an ELWC of 0.7 g m-' and velocities of 

4 m sa' and 3 m s", respectively. Chamber relative hurnidities near ice satuntion always 

caused the charge transfer to be more positive. 

For each temperature the range of the minimum and maximum average charge 

tramfers, corresponding to the highest and lowest relative humidities, is weli defined. 

The greatest efiect of the relative humidity was observed between -13°C and -17°C. At 

other temperatures charge tranders observed at ice crystal chamber humîdities near water 

saturation and near ice saturation ciiffer by 2 to 8 fC per collision. Between -13OC and 

-17°C the range is between 20 and 25 fC per collision, and changes in the sign of the 

transfer were often observed. 

As with the experiment descriid in Section 42, estimates of the charge d e r  

made with data fiom the first 30 seconds to 1 minute of the ice phase of near water 



saturation experiments were always much greater than the experiment average. For the 

e-riment show ici Figure 4.9, estimates from ten second intervals between 5:Oû and 

5:40 minutes suggest charge transfers of -44 t 27 fC per ice crystal coliision, compared to 

-13 I 7 fC per collision averaged over the entire ice phase. Near - 16°C maximum 

negative charge transfers greater than -60 fC per collision were observed near the start of 

the ice phase. Since these very strong charge transfers are very shoa lived phenornena, 

typicdly lasting much less than 1 minute, these data are not show in Figure 4.1 1. They 

are also not represented in the range of charge transfers described by the 'envelopeT 

curves in Figure 4.1 1 (see Section 4.4). Only charge iransfers averaged over the entire ice 

phase are shown, except where a sign change during an experiment was observed as in 

the experiment shown in Figure 4.10. 

4.3.4 The Effect of Velocity 
Figure 4.12 shows the weighted average of the strongest negative charge transfers 

achieved at ice crystal chamber relative humidities near water saturation and a 

temperature of -l6"C, for tunnel velocities of 3 , 4  and 6 rn s-'. The maximum charge 

transfer at these velocities is much weaker than the maximum charge transfer observed at 

5 m s-'. The charge transfers observed are approximately equal to the maximum negative 

charge transfers observed at temperatures -1 1°C and -20°C in Figure 4.1 1- Tirne 

constMints did not pennit a m e r  investigation of the effect of velocity in this study. 

4.4 Parameterizations of the Charge Transfer Per Collision 
Figure 4.13(a) shows a surface plot of the charge transfer per ice crystal cohion 

as a function of temperature and ELWC. The surface represents 134 of the 141 data 



The Efiect of Turne1 Velocity 
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Figure 4-12 The velocity series. The negative charge trader observed with the ice crystd chamber at 

water saturation P plotted as a fimction of tunnel velocity. The data at 5 3  m s*' was d d a t e d  h m  
the intermediate to hi& relative humidity expetiments shown m Figure 4.1 1- ALI experiments were 

performed at an effective Equid water content of 0.50 t 0.02 g m-3 and a a d  temperature of - 16.1 * 
0.6"C. The plotted points represent weighted averages of the charge W e r  observed in 2,3,8 and 3 

expehents pefiormed at 3.1,4.1,53 and 6.1 m s-', respectiveIy. The negatîve charge tramfier 
observed at 5 3  m it is much stronger than those observed at any other velocity. 
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points shown in Figures 4.3 through 4.6. Negative charge transfers stronger than -20 fC, 

observed in nine experiments performed at - 16OC, were not included because they 

represent very high relative humidity experiments. Figure 4.13(b) shows the surface plot 

of a pdynomial fitted to the experimental data. The fitted surface represents the charge 

transfer under conditions of intermediate ice crystd chamber relative humidity. 

ui order to paameterize the charge transfer per collision, data were chosen at 5 

constant ELWC's: 0.24 * 0.05,0.35 I 0.05,0.55 I 0.05,0,70 t 0.05, and 0.98 I 

0.02 g m-'. Third order polynomials were fitted to the charge transfer as a function of 

temperature at constant ELWC, using the unweighted least squares method. Since data 

points at constant temperature and ELWC do not necessarily represent estimates of the 

charge transfer under identical conditions, because of variations in the ice crystal chamber 

relative humidity, the weighted least squares method was not used. 

The coefficients of the five charge transfer versus temperature fits were then fit to 

third order polynomials of ELWC, again using the unweighted least squares method. 

This technique resulted in much better agreement with the data, as rneasured using the X' 

statistic, than was achieved using the surface fitting techniques described by Ress et al 

( 1992). The resulting hrnction of charge transfer to the target, C, in fC venus 

temperature, T, in OC and ELWC, E, in g ni3 is as follows: 
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Figure 4.13 Surface plots of (a) the charge nansfer observed and (b) the charge &ansfer predicted by 
Equation 42, as a fiinction of temperature and effective liquid wctter content 
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Figure 4-14 The difference b e m n  the obsmed charge transfers and the mode1 prediction of JZquittion 
4 2  (a) A stnface plot of the d'ïerence as a funchon of temperature and ef f i t ive  liquid water content. 
(b) A kquency plot of the différence for aii 134 data points, plotted in 1 fC intervais- 
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The parameterization is valid for temperatures between -5°C and -21°C. an ELWC 

between 0.1 g m-3 and 1.0 g m-3, and a velocity cf 5 m s-'. 

It should be noted that the number of signifcant fi_mires quoted in Equation 4.2 

does not indicate the accuracy of the model estimate. Rather, the precision of the 

parameterization is necessary to account for the range of the ELWC that is modeled, 

which covers one order of magnitude. The accuracy of the mode1 prediction is indicated 

by the data presented in Figure 4.14. The difference between the measured charge 

transfer and the model estimate, as a function of temperature and ELWC. is shown in 

Figure 4.14(a). The largest errors occur at low ELWC where few data points were 

available and at -18°C where the model overestirnates the negative charge transfer to the 

target. Large errors also occur at -LS°C but these differences are due to the scatter of 

points caused by the sensitivity to the ice crystal chamber relative humidity. Figure 

4.14(b) shows a histogram of the difference between the measured charge transfer and the 

model estimate for al l  134 fitted points. Over 73% of the points are within d fC of the 

measured vaiue. 

The effect of ice crystal chamber relative hrnnidity was characterized by two 

curves, show in Figure 4.1 1, that model the extremes of the charge transfers observed at 

the lowest and highest humidities. These cuves correspond to chamber relative 

humidities of 100% with respect to ice and water, respectively. The envelope of 

charging, G in fC, observed near ice saturation was fit to a third order polynomial 

fimction of temperature, TT. in OC, as foiiows: 
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-2 3 Ci=-26.9-9.041-0.711~~-1.60~10 T ( 4-3 

For chamber humidities near water saturation the envelope of charging, C,,., in fC, was fit 

to a fourth order polynomial of temperature: 

-3 4 ~,,,=-23.6-3.443~+0.771~~+0.l33~~+4.45~10 T ( 4-4 

Equations 4.3 and 4.4 are valid for an ELWC of 0.5 g a< temperatures between -5°C 

luid -19.S°C and at a velocity of 5 m s? 

As can be seen in Figure 4.1 1, Equation 4.3 provides good agreement with the 

most positive charge transfer observed. Equation 4.4 disagrees slightly with the data, 

predicting the strongest negative charge transfer at -17°C nther ihan at -lS°C. The 

negative charge envelope may be better approximated by a discontinuous function that is 

polynomial below approximately - 10°C and zero at temperatures above. However, 

selecting the correct temperature for the discontinuity would require data between - 1 1 "C 

and -8°C that are not currently available. Therefore, a discontinuous fit to the high 

humidity charging is not presented in this study. 

It should be ernphasized that Equation 4.4 is a pararneterization of the maximum 

negative charge transfer averaged over the entire ice phase of a high relative humidity 

experiment. As discussed in Sections 4.2 and 43.3. charge transfers observed during the 

first 30 seconds to 1 minute of the ice phase, when the hurnidity in the ice crystal chamber 

is the highest, are much stmnger than the average over the entire ice phase. Therefore. 

Equation 4.4 should be considered a conservative estimate of the maximum negative 

charge transfer associated with relative humidities near water saturation. 
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Discussion 

5.1 The Physics of the Charge Transfer 
The dependence of the charge transfer on cloud conditions indicates that the 

transfer is dnven by one or more properties of the colliding particles that change with 

these conditions. If more than one property drives the transfer then they may act together 

or in cornpetition. Furthemore, the properties that drive the charge transfer may be 

different for the nming target and the vapor-grown ice crystals. 

In ihis section an analysis is made of possible changes to the state of the colliding 

ice particles that could occur as the relative humidity and velocity are varied. These 

changes are compared to current theories of the physical mechanism that drives the 

charge n;uisfer. The charging mechanisms presented in this section have been considered 

in other studies for the last 10 years and are reviewed by Saunders (1993). However, no 

consistent mode1 of the charge tramfer has yet been offered. In diis section and in 

Section 5.2.2 an attempt wîii be made to present a consistent physical mode1 that matches 

the current observations in experiments and thunderstom. Where possible, 

experimental tests of this mode1 wiU be suggested. 

5.1.1 Thc Effect of Rehtive Euntidifu 
Section 433  presented three experiments, perfomed under identical tunnel 

conditions, that differed ody in the ice crystal chamber reiative humidity. It was show 

that the charge m e r  to the target was positive at Iow relative humidity, near ice 
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saturation, negative at high relative humidity, near water saturation, and that the sign of 

the charge transfer changed during the experiment at intermediate relative hurnidity, 

between ire and water saturation. In aii three cases the relative iiurnidity in the tunnel 

was approximately 1038 of ice saturation. The dependence of the charge trmsfer on the 

ice crystal chamber humidity, rather than the tunnel humidity, suggests that the ice 

crystds have some 'memory' of the growing conditions in the chamber. This memory 

must last at least ten to fifteen seconds, the ice crystal travel time from the chamber to the 

measuring section. 

Ice crystds grown at humidities near water saturation can differ from those grown 

near ice saturation in five ways: a change in ice crystal habit; higher surface temperature; 

the development of steps on the surface; higher dislocation density; and an increase in the 

thickness of the 'Liquid-like' Iayer. These merences will be analyzed to determine the 

factors which may irnprint the chamber conditions ont0 the ice crystals. 

5.1.1.1 A Change in the k e  Crystd Habit 
Hanajima ( 1949) studied the relationship between ice crystal habit, temperature 

and humidity. He found that, at approximately -16"C, raising the humidity from ire to 

water saturation changes the observed ice crystal habit from columos to plates to 

dendrites. Humidity driven transitions fiom columos to plates were observed at 

temperatures ranging fkom -12°C to -20°C. At -15°C the ice crystd habit changes from 

plates to dendrites with increasing relative humidity. 

Changes in ice crystal habit are sudden- For example, dendrites are only observed 

at -1 5°C above 1078 relative humidity with respect to ice, while plates are observed 
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below. At -14OC plates are observed at di relative humidities above 102% with respect 

to ice, columns below. Howeïer, the intermediate humidity experiment presented in 

Section 4.3.3 showed a gradual transition fiom negative to positive charging as the 

chamber humidity dropped towards ice saturation. Mixed habits are observed in ice 

crystals that are grown under changing cloud conditions, but the transition fiom pristine 

to mixed habit would stiU be sudden. The observed charge transfer as a function of 

chamber hurnidity (Figure 4.1 1) is continuous, so it canot be explained by sudden 

changes. 

5.1.1.2 The Ice Crystal Surface Temperature 
Growth by deposition warms the ice crystal through the release of latent heat, and 

the faster the growth rate the warmer the ice crystal. Near ice saturation the ice crystals 

grow very slowly and have a temperature near the ambient air temperature. At water 

saturation the ice crystals grow rapidly and have a surfilce temperature wanner than 

ambient. Between ice and water saturation the surface temperature would increase 

monotonicdy with humidïty, providing a continuous ice crystal memory. 

However, the dinerence in surface temperature would not exist for the required 

travel time as Cober (199 1) showed for droplets. Droplets with 80 pm diameter take less 

than 0.65 seconds to cool fiom 10°C to within 0.0 1 OC of - 15°C. This is much less than 

the time required for the droplet to travel from the nozzle to the measuring section. Ice 

crystals 80 pi in diameter, the largest observed in the ninnei, have much less mass and 

heat capacity and therefore shorter relaxation times. It is therefore reasmable to assume 

that the ice crystais in all three experiments have the same d a c e  temperature at the time 
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of collision with the riming target, and so surface temperature cannot provide the memory 

for the relative humidity effect. 

5.1.1.3 Steps and Dislocations 
Steps and dislocations, shown schematically in Figure 5.1, are rnacroscopic and 

microscopic changes in the ice crystal structure, respectively. Since steps and 

dislocations are structural changes they can provide a long-term memory of the growth 

history of the ice crystal similar to the ice crystal habit. However, unlike the ice crystal 

habit, the density of dislocations and the height of steps are continuous Functions of the 

humidi ty . 

Steps are thin layen of molecules deposited on the surface of the ice crystal from 

the vapor. They are 200 A to 10 pm in height and grow away from the edges of the ice 

crystal where the relative humidity is highest (Hobbs, 1974). The height and growth rate 

of steps is a function of the humidity but there are no reports in the Literature of charges 

Steps on lœ Crystal Surface - no charge reported 

Dislocation - positiveiy charged 
due to exœss protons 

- 

tiquid-tike Layer - negative charge 
at water-vapor intemce due to 
elecîrical double layer 

Egm 5.1 Schematic diagram of ice crystal (a) steps, (b) disldon and (c) Liquid-me Iayer- The height 
of stcps, the density of dislocations and the depth of the liquid-lüce layer all Uicrease mowtonicdly with the 
growth rate of the ice cxystd- 
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associated with steps. Therefore it is not clear how steps would affect the charge transfer, 

except perhaps by changing the contact area of the coilision. 

Hobbs ( 1974) de fines a dislocation as "a line defect in a crystal which disrupts the 

otherwise ideal arrangement of the atoms or molecules." Itagaki ( IWO,  1983) showed 

that dislocations carry positive charge, between 1 O-'? and IO-'' C rn" . Keith and Saunders 

(1990) noted that the surface density of dislocations was proportional to the growth rate 

of the ice crystal. They proposed that different dislocation densities on the surface of the 

riming target and the colliding ice crystals could explain the dependence of the charge 

transfer on temperature and ELWC. 

The charge cariers in ice are protons (r; Hobbs, 1974). Therefore. a negative 

charge trmsfer to the riming target due to ciifferences in the dislocation density wouid 

actually be a transfer of protons fiom the target to the colliding ice crystal. High chamber 

relative humidity dways promotes stronger negative charging of the target. However. a 

high dislocation density on the ice crystd, caused by rapid growth in the chamber, should 

promote positive charging of the target because of the excess positive charge available on 

the colliding crystal. Since it does not, the dislocation density cannot provide an 

explanation for the dependence on the growing conditions obsenred. unless there is 

aaother competing memory mechanism that provides stronger negative charging. The 

c o m p e ~ g  charge traoder may be provided by rnass exchange between the liquid-like 

Iayers on the ice d a c e s .  
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5.1.1.4 The Liquid-Like Layer of Ice 
The iiquid-like layer of ice, shown in Figure S.l(c), is only a few mono-molecular 

layers thick. It is not considered normal liquid water because it exists in equiiibriurn witb 

ice on the one side and vapor on the other (Hobbs, 1974). Modern theories of the iiquid- 

like layer show that it is a necessary consequence of the pressure and Gibbs free energy 

gradients between the crystal lattice and the vapor. Baker and Dash (1989) cite 

experllnental evidence of a liquid-like layer on ice at temperatures as low as -30°C. The 

thickness of the liquid-like Iayer is a hinction of ambient temperature and growth rate, 

with higher temperatures and faster growth rates creating thicker Iayers (Baker and Dash, 

1989). 

An electrical double layer exists at the liquid-vapor surface of the liquid-iike 

layer, similar to the double layer observed at bulk water-vapor interfaces (Iribame, 1972). 

The double layer provides an excess of negative ions at the liquid-vapor interface. Baker 

and Dash (1989) proposed that negative charge transfer between colliding ice particles 

could be the result of fluid transfer between the iiquid-like layers. They argued that when 

the ice particles corne into contact liquid tends to flow from thicker to thinner layers, 

taking with it excess negative ions nom a shearing of the double layer. Since the 

thickness of the liquid-like layer is proportional to the growth rate of the ice from the 

vapor, the particle growing more slowly would charge negatively. 

Charging through liquid-like layer mass exchange is consistent with the 

observation that the charge &.ansfer to the target becomes more negative with increasing 

ice crystal chamber relative humidity. A cornpetition between positive charge transfer 
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due to dislocations and negative charge transfer due to mass exchange may explain the 

sign change observed during the intermediate humidity expenment presented in Section 

4.3.3. An ice crystai that initially grows npidly under intermediate to high relative 

humidity enten the tunnel with a thick liquid-like layer and transfers negative charge to 

the target. As the humidity in the chamber drops the thickness of the liquid-Iike layer is 

reduced but dislocations created during th- initial rapid growth remain. When the Liquid- 

like layer effect weakens the dislocation eflect becomes dominant and positive charge is 

transferred to the target. 

Note that the target could aiso charge positively if it was growing more quickiy 

than the colliding ice crystal, by vapor deposition nther than by accretion. In this case 

the liquid-like layer of the target would be thicker than that of the ice crystai. This 

positive charge transfer would occur even if a high density of dislocations did not exist on 

the ice crystals from previous rapid growth. Sirnilarly, a higher density of dislocations on 

the target particle than on the ice crystal would lead to negative charging of the target. 

Therefore, cornpetition is not a requirement for charge transfer of either sign. 

Although m a s  exchange between ice particle liquid-üke layen can explain the 

dependence of the negative charge eiansfer on the chamber relative humidity, it is 

uncertain that thÏs mechanism can provide a memory to the ice crystal that would last at 

Ieast 10 to 15 seconds as observed However, the observed dependence on relative 

humidxty cannot be explained by any other mechanism offered in the literahue (contact 

potentials between rirned and rmrimed surfaces, Carmti and Illingworth, 1983; hcture of 
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r ime structures charged due to temperature gradients. Caranti et al, 199 1 ), and no other 

ice crystai properties are known to change with relative humidity. 

No estimates have been made of the relaxation time of the liquid-like layer 

ttickness on ice particles growing in changing cloud conditions. If calculdons show 

relaxation times on the order of ten seconds or more, then the Liquid-like Iayer must be 

considered the dominant charge transfer mechanism in ice crystal-graupel collision 

charging . 

5.1.2 The Effect of Velocity 

The previous section presents an explanation for the observed effect of relative 

humidity on the charge transfer between coiiiding ice particles. What remains to be 

explained is the unusual dependence of the charge transfer on the relative velocity of the 

Figure 4.12 shows the maximum negative charge transfer observed at velocities of 

3.4.5 and 6 m s*'. AU the experiments were performed at -16°C. 0.5 g mJ ELWC and 

high ice crystal chamber himlldities, near water saturation. Much stronger negative 

charge transfer is observed at 5 rn S-' than at any other velocity. At 3.4 and 6 m s-' the 

maximum negative charge transfer observed was approximately -5 fC per collision, 

compared to -16 fC per collision at 53 m s? In ali these cases the ice crystais werr 

grown under nearly identical conditions. 

Two of the properties of the collision that change with the velocity are the target 

rime ice density and the contact thne of the collision. 
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At high velocities the momenturn of the droplets causes them to spread before 

they freeze. The spreading droplets fül gaps in the rime structure and increase the density 

of the rime on the target. Conversely, at low velocities the rime density is lower. The 

density of the rime aiso changes with temperature for a constant velocity. At lower 

temperatures the droplets have less time to spread before they freeze, and so the rime 

density is lower. If the rime density affects the negative charge transfer then velocities 

higher and lower than 5 m s" would have charge transfers similar to higher and lower 

temperatures, respectively. In fact the charge transfers observed at 3,4 and 6 rn s" are 

sirnilar to those obsewed at -20°C and - 12°C in Figure 4.1 1. However, no cumnt 

theories of ice particle charge asuisfer suggest a dependence on the rime density. 

The target rime density is aiso a function of droplet size distribution. Larger 

droplets take longer to freeze so the rime density increases with mean droplet size. Three 

droplet size distriiutions were used in the experimental series. Similar maximum 

negative charge transfers were observed for di three, which suggests that a change in 

rime density cannot explain the observed velocity dependence. However, the droplet size 

distributions used may not produce a sufficient change in rime density to reproduce the 

effect shown in Figure 4.12 for velocity. 

The collision velocity &O affects the particle contact time during which the 

charge transfer takes place. Baker and Dash (1989) suggested that the mass transfer 

between iiquid-like layers is driven by ciifferences in lluid pressures, rather than the 

kinetic energy of the transfer. Elementary consideration wodd suggest that longer 

contact t h e s  d o w  more charge transfer, with the tirne required to ~ a c h  equal fluid 
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pressures as an asymptotic upper limit. This would predict equal or higher charge 

transifers at lower velocities, but this is not observed. However, longer contact times may 

allow time for a 'neutralizing current' to develop across the co~stact point that would 

panially discharge the initial transfer. This is shown schematically in Figure 5.2. 

A neutralizing current is an essential feature of the theory of droplet charging 

presented by Iribarne ( 1972). If a neutralizing current develops then the total charge 

transferred would not be dependent linearly on contact tirne. Rather, there wouid be a 

maximum charging when the difference between the charge transferred by the fluid 

pressure and by the neutralizing current is maximum. In this case 5 m s" rnay be a 

preferred velocity for negative charge transfer to the target, as is observed in Figure 4.12. 

The velocity series presented in Section 43.4 is insufficient to distinguish 

between the rime density and the contact time theories. Future studies rnay continue this 

investigation by mapping the maximum negative charge transfer as a function of 

temperature for a velocity l e s  than 5 m s". A maximum in the negative charge transfer 

may be observed at a temperature wanner than -16"C, where the rime density at lower 

velocity would equal the rime density at 5 m s-' and - 16°C. If a maximum is observed at 

tek negadhre 
ions to thinner 
layer I 

+ 
Growing potentiaî 
diirence drives 
neufralizing current 

Figure 5 2  Schematic diagram of the charge -fer berneen liquid-Iike layen. Initially Buid pressure 
Forces negatïve ions fiom the electcid doubie Iayer of the thicker liquid-like layer to the thinner one- The 
potentiai difference devetoped by the tluid pressure charge transfer generates a current that neutr;tl'ues the 
initial trader. This mechanism was d e s m i  by Iriùame (1972) to explain the chacging of dropIets 
formed by disruption. 
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warmer temperatures then the charge transfer is probably a function of the rime density. 

If the maximum charge transfer remains near - 16OC then the stronger maximum observed 

at 5 rn s-' is Wely caused by a neuualizing current in the Liquid-like layer at lower 

velocities, and 5 m s*' is a preferred velocity for negative charge transfer to the target. 

5.2 Corn parison with Previous Experimental Studies 

k2.I The Effectof Relative Hurnidity 
One of the greatest puzzles in the field of thunderstom electrification has been 

the disagreement of the experimental results of Takahashi ( 1978) and Jayaratne et al 

(1983). discussed in Chapter 2. While both studies found that the charge transfer is a 

funcfion of the cloud temperature and LWC they differed in most other respects. 

Jayaratne et ai and the Manchester group have dways maintaineci that the charge transfer 

is a function of the ELWC rather than the LWC, and this is supported by the results 

presented in Section 4.3.1. However, even if the results of Takahashi are adjusted to an 

estimated ELWC for the droplet size distributions used, the charging pattern observed by 

Takahashi ciiffers signincantly from that observed by Jayaratne et al. This disagreement 

has not yet been satisfactorily explained, and has been a major concem in the field for the 

1s t  15 years. The dependence of the charge transfer on the relative humidity may provide 

an explmation for the different charging patterns observed in these works. 

Figure 5.3 shows a cornparison of the charge tramfers reported by Takahashi 

(1978), the Manchester group, and Equation 42 of this work. The results of the 

Manchester group were calculated usùig equations presented in Saunders et al (199 1) and 

are adjusted for differences in velocity and ice crystal size accordhg to the power law 
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Figure 5.3 A comparison of the charging observutions of dilfereni studias ai an effective LWC of 0.5 g m.'. The thin solid lines indicate the envelope of 
charge irnnsfer ubserved by vurying the ice crystul chainber relutive huniidity froni icc to waier saturation. The dashed line is calculated from equaiions P 
presented in Sawnders el al (1991) and are ndjusied for differences in velociiy und mean icc crystal size. The dash-dot lines are taken from contour lines 
plotteci in Figure 8 of Takahashi (1978), by assurning thui I g m.' LWC quuls 0.5 g ni" ELWC. The circles mark the data points taken from his figure. The 

1 O* 

P 
iwo Takahashi lines show the rcsrilts witli and without udjustnienis for the veloçity f r m  Süundcrs et al (1991). Note that ihe unadjusted positive charge 
iransfer of Taknhushi (1978) rises to a ninximum of 33 fC nt -a°C, and is nat sliown in this figure. The ~hick solid line is calculated from Equatian 4.2. W 
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dependence descnbed in that work. The data for Takahashi ( 1978) were taken fiom 

contour curves plotted on Figure 8 of that work, which is s h o w  schematically in Figure 

2.5, assuming that 1 g m" LWC was equivalent to 0.5 g ELWC. The data for 

Takahashi (1978) is shown with and without the adjustment for velocity presented by 

Saunders et al ( 199 1). Figure 5.1 also shows the relative humidity envelopes of Figure 

4.1 1. calculated using Equations 4.3 and 4.4. 

With the exception of the unadjusted positive charge transfers observed by 

Takahashi (1978) above -9°C. a l l  the charge transfers fa11 well within the relative 

humidity envelopes. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the different charging 

patterns observed by TIikiihashi and the Manchester group are purely the result of 

different cloud chamber relative humidities. 

Jayaratne et al (1983) describes the experimentai procedure of the Manchester 

group in some detail. In their experiments they defme the 'reference stage' as the instant 

at which dropiets first reappear in the cloud chamber, after the cloud has been totally 

depleted of droplets by the growing ice crystals. Estimates of the charge transfer as a 

fûnction of temperature were made with data recorded at the reference stage because ''di 

other variables were the same". Since just before the reference stage the chamber cioud 

had been depleted of droplets, the humidity in the chamber just before the t h e  of the 

rneasurement would necessarily be near ice saturation. This is consistent with the 

charging pattern shown in Figure 5.3, which suggests relative humidities near ice 

saturation, because of the ice crystal rnernory of the relative humidity. 
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The experimental procedure of Takahashi ( L978) is not descnibed in sufficient 

detail to estunate the relative humidity in his experiments. The unadjusted negative 

charging data shown in Figure 5.3 suggesu that the experimcûts may have been 

performed at relative humidities near water saturation. However, that sirnilarity rnay be 

artificiai. The data points shown correspond to an acnid LWC of 1 g m". This was 

chosen because the highest revend temperatures and strongest charging observed by 

Takahashi ( 1978) were at a LWC of approxllnately 1 g m". Since the droplet size 

distribution used in particular experiments is unknown (Takahashi, personal 

communication), this LWC may or rnay not correspond to an ELWC of 0.5 g ma. 

However, the relative humidity envelopes shown in Figure 5.3 could contain charge 

transfers observed by Takahihashi (1978) for LWC's between 0.35 and 3.5 g m-3. 

The effect of relative humidity can also explain the observation of Reynolds et al 

(1957) that the sign of the charge transfer changed fkom negative io positive when the 

number concentration of ice crystds was increased to greater than that of the cloud 

droplets. When the ice crystal concentration is very high they act as a stronger sink for 

vapor than the droplets are a source. This lowers the cloud chamber humidity towards ice 

saturation and promotes positive charging. When droplets outnurnber ice crystals the 

hzunidity rises towards water saturation, promoting negative charging. 

In the current experiment the ice crystds are grown in a different environment 

than the riming target, ofien at much higher hulnidities. The studies of Reynolds et al 

(1957), Takahahi (1978) and Jayaratne et al (1983) were ai l  cloud chamber experiments, 

so the ice crystaIs and riming target were dways exposed to the same relative humidities. 
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Still, the relative humidity appears to affect the charge tramfers in previous studies as it 

does in the current expiment, suggesting that the vapor in the cloud affects the riming 

target differently than it does the vapor-&rom ice crystals. This is not entirely 

unexpected. 

Droplets freezing on the riming target surface would warm the surface much more 

than vapor deposition would warm the ice crystal surface. Therefore, even under 

identical cloud conditions the surface states of the riming target and the ice crystals are 

not the same. Apparently the difference in the surface states is sufficient to preserve the 

effect of the relative humidity. 

52.2 The Effect of Velocity 

The results of Takahashi (1978) shown in Figure 5.3 may provide m h e r  insight 

into the physics underlying the charge transfer. The negative charge transfers observed by 

Takahashi (1978) are within the high relative humidity envelope, whether adjusted for 

velocity or not The unadjusted positive charge transfers observed are much higher than 

the maximum positive charge transfers in this work, but they agree weîl with all three 

studies when adjusted according to the velocity dependence observed by Keith and 

The positive charging data suggests strongly that adjustments for the velocity are 

necessary. However, the velocity series presented in Section 4.3.4 showed that the 

maximum negative charge transfer was independent of velocity, except at 5 m s-'. This is 

cootrary to the resuits of Keith and Saunden (1990) who found that the charge transfer 
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was a strong function of the velocity. They observed that at -12'C positive charge 

tramfers increased as 3', and negative charge transfers at -Z°C increased as V' '. 

Two mechaoisms were suggested in Section 5.1.2 to explain the observed velocity 

dependence: changes in the rime density of the target and changing contact times for the 

charge traosfer. Neither theory could be rejected based on the limited experimental senes 

aviiilable in this work, but assume for a moment that the velocity dependence is caused by 

the change in contact t h e .  In this theory it was suggested that the negative charge 

transferred at low velocities rnay be limited by neutralizing currents that pPrtiaIly 

discharge the charge transferred by mass exchange between the colliding liquid-like 

layers. 

It was argued in Section 5.1.1 that positive charge transfer to the target rnay be the 

result of a transfer of protons ftom the ice crystd if a higher density of dislocations are 

present on the ice crystal. The results of the Manchester group are consistent with 

chamber humidities near ice saturation at the reference stage. However, the initial 

relative humidity would be much higher so that the ice crystals would grow rapidly at 

h t ,  providing a high dislocation density on the crystd but a thin Iiquid-iike layer. 

The transfer of protons between colliding ice particles may be driven by the 

potentiai difference between the coIliding ice particles, or it may be driven by the kinetic 

energy of the collision. If the transfer of protons were driven by the potentid ciifference 

then the dependence on velocity shouid increase with the contact tirne, up to an 

asymptotic Mt, Like the m a s  t d e r  between iiquid-like layers. The dependence of the 
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positive charge transfer on ' suggests a dependence on the kinetic energy of the 

coliision, perhaps enhanced by the potential difference. 

Keith and Saunden (1990) also observe an exponential dependence of the 

negative charge transfer on velocity at -25°C. Baker and Dash ( 1989) showed that the 

thickness of the Liquid-layer decreases with lower temperature, and that the layer is only 

observed above approximately -30°C. There fore, the charge tram fer be tween liquid-like 

layen would be weak at -25°C. This is consistent with the small range of charge transfea 

associated with changes in relative humidity near -20°C - approximately 2 fC per 

collision (Figure 4.1 1). Therefore, it is more likely that the negative charge tram fer 

cornes from a higher dislocation density on the riming target, caused by rapidly freezing 

droplets, so protons are king transferred to the ice crystal. In this case the dependence of 

the positive charge transfer on P8 again suggests a dependence on the kinetic energy of 

the collision, now possibly enhanced by weak liquid-like layer charging as well. 

Clearly funher investigation into the effect of coliision velocity is required. The 

above analysis suggests that the velocity dependence of the charge transfer is different 

when Liquid-iike layer charge transfer dominates compared to when dislocation charging 

dominates. An experimentd test of this suggestion could be performed by measuring the 

velocity dependence of the charge msfer at low chamber relative humidities, at 

temperatures near -16°C where the Liquid-like layer effect is strong. If the andysis is 

correct, a velocity dependence of approximately p5 shouid be observed. 
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5.3 A Conceptual Model of Thunderstorm Electrification 
The dependence of the charge tramfer on relative humidity provides a consistent 

picture of the microphysics that drives the ice crystal-graupel collision charging and 

explains discrepancies between the resdts of previous investigations. It aiso provides 

insigh t in to the electrification of a thundentorm. 

It has been shown that the effect of relative humidity is much greater than the 

effect of temperature or LWC. Therefore, to explain the charge structure of a storm 

regions of high, low and intemediate humidities in the thundercloud should be identified. 

However, data on the relative humidity in thunderstom is not currently available. 

Therefore, in order to develop a mode1 of thunderstom electrification based on the 

current results, a conceptual mode1 of the relative hurnidity in different regions of a 

thundentom is presented. 

The region of the thundercloud most iikely to have relative humidities near water 

saturation is between cloud base and the -4OC level, where nsing air from below 

condenses into cbud droplets and where very few ice crystals are present. Relative 

humidities near ice saturation would be observed near cloud top where entrained air and 

high ice particle concentrations dry the cloud. Low relative humidities may also be 

observed near cloud base in the regions where downdrafts andor precipitation shafts 

lower col& dry air from above. 

In most of the cloud, droplets and ice crystals cwxist for long periods of tirne, so 

the steady-state relative humidity of the air wouid depend on the relative number 

concentration of droplets and ice crystaIs. Ice c r y d  concentrations observed in 
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thunderstom are of the order of 10 to 100 per litre. Therefore intemediate relative 

humidities are expected, between ice and water saturation. in general, the relative 

humidity would rise with Iower ice crystal concentration, but lower concentrations aiso 

reduce the average number of ice crystal-graupel collisions. 

Unlike the rest of the cloud the regions within and surrounding the updraft may 

have very high relative humidities. The updraft carries warm, moist air frorn the cloud 

base to mid-altitudes very rapidiy. As the rising air cools adiabatically, the same mass of 

vapor will increase the relative hurnidity of the air to near water saturation. 

This simple model of the relative humidity in a thunderstorm together with the 

observations of this study cm provide a conceptuai model of the elecuification of a 

thunderstorm. The model, shown schematically in Figure 5.4, may explain several 

observations of naniral thunderstom discussed in Section 2.1, which are not explained 

by the conceptual model of Jayaratne and Saunders (1984) that was presented in Section 

2.3.2, 

At the early stages of etecaification the negative charge center is confined to a 

s m d  region near the updraft-downdraft transition zone, at altitudes between the -12°C 

and -20°C levels (Dye et al, 1986, 1988). Aiso, strong electric fields are not measured 

mtil5 mm graupel are observed in the cloud. When 5 mm graupel are observed the 

electnc field grows npidly, fÎom 100 V m-' to 8 kV m-' in 8 minutes (Dye et al, 1 986). 

The importance of the updraft region to the elecaincation couid be explained by 

the effect of the relative humidity on the charge M e r .  Since the h d d i t y  near the 
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updraft may be near water saturation, ice crystals chat rise in the updraft or that are found 

in regions surrounding the updraft would grow rapidly in the humid environment. This 

would 'prime' the ice crystals to provide strong negative charge transfen to coiiiding 

graupel. Figure 4. 11 shows that the greatest sensitivity to the relative humidity occurs at 

temperatures between - 13°C and - l8'C, with the strongest negative charge transfers 

occuning near -15°C. This agrees well with the - 12°C to -20°C altitude of the first 

observed negative charge center. 

The role of the updraft as a vapor source dso agrees with observations by 

Williams and Rutledge (1990). They Found that the highest lightning rates observed 

during an Australian monsoon season corresponded to periods with the highest 

convective available potentiai energy (CAPE). Higher CAPE creates stronger updrafts 

that couid raise more moist air fiom the cloud base, and this seerns to be associated with 

stronger electxification. 

The presence of 5 mm graupel in the cloud before the development of suong 

electric fields is consistent with the velocity dependence observed at relative humidities 

near water saturation, shown in Figure 4.12. The terminal velocity of 5 mm graupel is 

approximately 5 m S-' at pressures corresponduig to cloud altitudes (List and 

Schemenauer, 1971). Fi,- 4.12 shows that 5 m s-' is a preferred velocity for strong 

negative charge transfer at -16"C, a temperature that corresponds to the altitude of the 

early negative charge center. SmaUer graupel have lower faU speeds, and much lower 

maximum negative charge transfers are observed at Iower speeds. Therefore, rapid early 
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electrification may only begin when 5 mm graupel are present in the high humidity region 

surroundhg the updrait, because that is when the strongest charge transfen w d d  occur. 

In mature storms the presence of the negative charge center at altitudes between 

the -5°C and -20°C level can be explained as  a static process, rather than the dynamic 

process descnid by Jayaratne and Saunders ( 1984). The temperature and ELWC series 

presented in Section 4.32 showed reversai temperatures between -10°C and -14°C for al1 

ELWC's at intemediate relative humidities. This is typicdiy much warmer than the 

reversal temperatures reported by the Manchester group and corresponds approximately 

to the temperature at the bottorn of the negative charge center. This is consistent with the 

New Thunderstom Electrification Model 

Figure 5.4 A new conceptuai mode1 of thunderstom eIeCi-trificatioa The main negative charge center 
develops 'in place' because observed reversal temperatmes are near the bottom of the negative charge 
center. Very strong negative charging is observed around the updraft because nsing warm moist air 
increases the local hedZty. Positive charge centers deveIop at the bottom of updrafk or precîpitation 
shak where dry air fiom above negates the high humidity effect 
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negiltive charge center king generated approximately 'in place', rather than by advecting 

negatively charged particles to the observed altitude as suggested in previous studies. 

FinaUy, d e  the negative charge center, the lower positive charge region is not 

disaibuted evenly throughout the cloud but consists of small pockets of positive charge. 

This may aiso be explained by the relative humidity series presented in Section 4.3.3, 

which showed that relative humidities near water saturation weaken the positive charge 

transfer observed at temperatures warmer than the revend temperature. if the relative 

humidity is high at low altitudes, pockets of strong positive charge may only develop in 

regions that have been dned by downdrafts and/or precipitation shafts. This could 

explain the local reversal of the electric field below the storm that is associated with the 

arrival of downdnfts and the corresponding min gush (Krehbiel, 1986). 

This conceptual model offen explanations for several important phenornena, but 

cfearly the assurnptions ofthe model must be verified. In particuiar, the conceptual 

model of the relative humidity in a thundercloud must be tested. Future field snidies must 

attempt to measure the relative humidity in various regions of a cloud, and numencal 

models rnust înclude ihis data to accurately recreate the electrincation of a thunderstom. 



Chapter Six 

Summary and Conclusions 

The current study has provided important insight into the fundamental questions 

of thunderstom electrification, both at the scale of the cloud partictes and the 

thunderstorm as a whole. In addition, the results of this study may offer an explmation 

for the differing observations of previous studies, which have been a long standing 

concern of the field. 

The experiments of this work were performed using a newly developed facility for 

the study of precipitation particles. The Triple Interaction Facility is the fint capable of 

providing independent control of the solid, liquid and vapor phases of a simulated cloud. 

The value of such control is demonstrated by the current study. 

The experiments reveaied several properties of the charge transfer that occurs 

between colliding ice particles. 

1) The dependence of the charge transfer on the effective liquid water content of the 

cloud, rather than the acnial liquid water content, was verifïed. 

2) This shidy is the h t  to observe a dependence of the charge transfer on relative 

humidity. It was found that increasing the relative humidity at which the ice crystals are 

grown aiways favors stronger negative charging, while lowering the relative humidity 

promotes weaker negative or stronger positive charging. The sensitivity to the relative 

htmidity was strongest at temperatures between -13°C and -18OC. Within ihis 
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temperature range the charge tramfer averaged over the entire experiment couid be varied 

from +5 fC to -25 fC per ice crystd collision by changing the humidity in the ice crystai 

chamber from ice to water saturation. This is larger than the range of charge transfers 

observed by varying the temperature and ELWC. At other temperatures the average 

charge transfer could be varied by 2 to 8 fC per collision. At humidities near water 

saturation, charge transfers observed wiihin the f i t  30 seconds to 1 minute after ice 

crystals were initiated in the chamber were much stronger than the average over the 

whole experiment. Within this interval negative charge transfers greater than -60 fC per 

collision were observed near -lS°C, compared to a maximum of -26 fC per collision for 

the experiment average. At -2 1°C charge transfers of - 13 fC per collision were observed 

within this internai, compared to a maximum of -6.6 fC averaged over the entire 

experiment. 

3) It was found that at intermediate relative humidity, between ice and water 

saturation, the sign reversal temperature for the charge transfer warms with increasing 

ELWC. For ELWC's of 0.4 to 0.8 g m'3 the reversai temperature was observed at -1 1°C. 

At lower ELWC the reversal temperature was between - 1 1 OC and - 16"C, and between 

-9°C and -1 I0C nt higher ELWC. However, it was shown that by varyîng the ice crystai 

chamber humidity from ice to water saturation the revend temperature at a constant 

ELWC of 0.5 g me3 could be shifted fkom -17°C to -IO°C, respectively. Therefore, the 

reversal tempera- c m  oniy be deflned at both constant ELWC and constant relative 

humidity. 
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4) Finally, it was found that much stronger high relative humidity cbarging occurs at 

a velocity of 5 m 5' than at lower and higher velocities. At velocities of 3,4 and 6 in S-l 

the maximum negative charge transfers observed were approximately -5 fC per ice crystal 

collision, at a temperature of - 16°C. At 5 m s-' the maximum transfer at - l6OC increased 

to - 16 fC per collision. 

These observations were analyzed to develop a consistent mode1 of the physical 

mechanisms that drive the charge transfer. The observed charge transfer codd be 

explained as a cornpetition between two charge transfer mechanisms: negative charge 

transfer between liquid-like layers on the surfaces of the colliding ice particles and 

positive charge transfer due to different dislocation densities. Theoretical calculations 

necessary to support this hypothesis were identified. 

The dependence of the charge transfer on the relative hurnidity was offered as an 

explanation for the difference between the resdts of previous investigations. It was 

shown quantitatively that the range of charge iransfers observed by varying the relative 

humidity codd easily envelope the dinerent charge transfers observed in other studies. 

The velocity series was anaiyzed and two possible rnechanisms were offered: a 

dependence on target rime density or a neutralizing current across the attachent point of 

Liquid-iike layers. Neither mechanisrn could be rejected based on the data available, but 

an experimental investigation that could distinguish between the two was suggested. 

The velocity senes was also compared to the r d t s  of previous shidies that 

showed a signincantly different dependence of the charge naasfer on the velocity. The 
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different observations are consistent with the theory of two competing charge 

rnechanisms if each has a different veiocity dependence. An experimental test of this 

theory was suggested. 

Finally, a model of thunderstorm electrification was offered, based on a 

conceptual model of the relative humidity in different regions of a thunderstorm. The 

relative humidity model provides consistent qualitative agreement between field 

observations and the current Iaboratory expenments. Variations in the relative humidity 

couid explah severai localized phenornena observed in thundeatorms, including the early 

electrification observed in the updraft region of the storm and the localization of the 

lower positive charge center. 

The assumptions of this model await venfication. The results of the laboratory 

experiments have k e n  parametenzed and are available for use in numerical simulations 

that can test this thunderstom model. 



Appendix A 

The PDCG Probe 

The 2D senes of optical =y probes were introduced by Knollenberg (1976), and 

are built by Particle Measuring Systems of Boulder, Colorado. The instruments are 

designed to take shadow graph images of cloud and precipitation particles aboard 

research aireraft. The images provide particle size, shape and concentration data. 

Knollenberg 2D optical array probes have been used in cloud physics for over 20 years, 

and are considered standard instrumentation in field studies. As a result, many works 

have k e n  published focusing on the limitations of these probes and techniques to 

improve the quality of the acquired data (Heyrnsfield and Parrish, 1979; Heyrnsfield and 

Baumgardner, 1985; loe and List, 1987; Korolev et al, 1996). 

A 2D Cloud particle Grey scde (ZDCG) probe was used to detemine the number 

concentrations and size disuibutions of wind tunnel cloud particles during experiments. 

The probe was especiaily designed for use in laboratory studies (Particle Measuring 

Systems, 1977). It has a resolution of 10 pm, which is signifcmtly better than the 25 p 

resohtion typical of aircraft probes. The gened operation of the probe, the method of 

data anaiysis, and an error anaiysis will be presented in this chapter. 

Al Probe Operation 
The 2DCG probe is composed of t h e  parts: the optical system; the on-board 

electronics; and the probe computer. The probe optical system, shom schematically in 

Figure A-1, consists of a Helium-Neon laser operating at a wavelength of 632.8 nm, a 
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Wind Tunnel 

10 mW 
He-Ne O - 
Laser 

Cylindrical Wind Tunnel Probe Magnifying 
Lens Cloud Particles Optics Lens 

Figure A. 1 : Schematic diagram of 2DCG probe optical system. The dashed line indicates the focal plane 
of the probe optics, approximately 34 cm in Front (to the left) of the first optic. Tunnel airtlow is out of the 
page- 

system of three focusing and magniSing lenses, and a 60 element photodiode array. The 

photodiodes are circular and have a center-to-center spûcing of 200 Fm. The probe 

magnifying lens provides a magnification of 20 times, which gives the photodiodes a total 

optical width of 600 pm at a resolution of 10 Pm. Two focusing lenses place the focal 

plane of the probe at approximately 34 cm in front of the fist lens. 

The output of the photodiodes is ampiSed and recorded by the probe's on-board 

electronics. The rate at which the photodiodes are sampled, known as the slice rate, is 

detennined by the True Air Speed (TAS) clock. The TAS clock pulse is provided by a 

Wavetek Model 19 digital function generator that is set to provide a vertical resolution of 

10 pm at a gîven air speed. For a tunnel velocity of 5.3 m se' the Wavetek was set to 

output a 530 I 0.5 kHz 'ITL pulse. 

At each clock pulse the photodiode array is sampIed in parailel. Photodiode output 

is converted into a two-bit digital pixel that represents one of four levels of shadowing, 

corresponding to 0%. 25%. 50% and 75% shadowed. These shadow levels are known as 
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no shadow, MIN, MID and and, respectively (Particle M e a s u ~ g  Systems, 1977). The 

probe electronics begin recording the output of the photodiode array when an cknent of 

the array is shadowed, and continue to record until the entire array is unshadowed or uctil 

the probe memory is fU (5 12 slices). 

A single sample of the entire photodiode array is known as a slice. Probe images 

are made up of successive süces recorded from the first partially shadowed slice to the 

fmt unshadowed slice. As an image is recorded the probe electronics test selected image 

criteria to determine image length, maximum shadow level and if the end elements of the 

amy are unshadowed. In the cumnt experiment the selection criteria used were: 2 slices 

minimum image length; at least one pixel shadowed at the MAX level; and end elernents 

unshadowed An image was accepted only if it met these criteria. 

If an image is accepted by the on-board electronics the recording of slices is halted 

and the probe computer is signaled. The signal line to the probe computer also controls 

the gating of an AMD Am95 13 system timing controller (Advanced Micro Devices, 

1990). When the signal line goes high it stops a clock on the Am95 13 and the computer 

downioads the image from the probe. The computer restarts the probe by lowering the 

signal line, which also restarts the clock. In this way the clock measures the elapsed 

'active' time of the probe, during which the probe is available to accept particle images. 

The clock has a resohtion of 25 psec. With each probe image the computer records the 

elapsed active time, date, time of day, image size, and TAS setting. 
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The probe laser shines into the tunnel through a set of anti-refiection coated 

optical wiadows, 30 cm below the riming target (see Figure 3.4). The probe and the laser 

rest on a translational table that is mounted on a building wall rather than on the tunnel 

itself. This elidnates vibrations from the tunnel that couid affect the quality of probe 

images. The translational table is positioned so that the focd plane of the probe is in the 

center of the measuring section, aligned approxirnately with the target. 

A2 Determination of the Probe Sample Volume 
A consistent problem in the analysis of 2D probe data is defining the sarnple 

volume of the probe. The height of the volume is determined by multiplying the True Air 

Speed by the elapsed probe active time, and the width is determined by the number of 

elements and the resolution of the optical array. However, the depth of the volume is less 

weiI defmed. The sharpness of focus, and therefore the level of shadowing, for a particle 

a given distance away from the focal plane is a function of the size of the object. At 

sunicentiy large distances smaiier objects will not shadow the amy enough to meet the 

probe selection criteria. Fuahermore, as the distance from the focal plane increases the 

particle image degrades and particles are incorrectiy sized. 

loe and List (1987) showed that the distance from the focal plane of an object 

codd be related to the level of shadow in the grey scale image of the object They 

defmed the RMAX ratio as the number of image p a s  shadowed at the MAX level 

divided by the total pixels shadowed, and showed that the distance of an object of given 

size fiom the focal plane could be c a i i ï e d  agaÏnst the RMAX ratio of its image. Once 
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cdibrated, this ratio couid be used to reject images bat correspond to objects outside of a 

specified sample depth. 

The RMAX criteria was used in the current study to define the sample depth of 

the 2DCG. The distance of objects fkom the focal plane was caiibrated against the 

RMAX ratio in the manner described by Joe and List (1987). Srnall glas beads of known 

size were dropped through the probe laser beam at various distances from the Focal piane 

and the RMAX ratio of the images was determined. The beads were manufactured by 

Precision Glass Beads and had sizes of 42 I 5 pm, 125 I 15 pm, 240 t 15 pm and 400 t 

15 p. The beads were dropped through a hypodermic needle mounted on a vernier 

translationai mount. The translational mount could be positioned to d.005 mm. The 

30.0 320 34-0 36.0 38-0 40.0 42.0 44.0 46.0 48.0 

Vernier Scale Reading (mm) 

Figure A2 The calibration of the RMAX ratio and the image diameter for 125 t 15 pm diameter glas 
beads- The value of the vernier d e  reading is arbitmry - ody dîfferences were used- The object plane is 
at the point of maximum RMAX Mo. The RMAX threshold for t h  size particle was chosen as 037, 
which corresponds to a sampIe depth of 9, t cm. The threshold is hdicated by the solid vertical lines- 



diameter of the hypodermic needle was 0.23 mm for the 42 prn beads and 0.68 mm for 

the three larger sizes. Figure A l  shows the RMAX and size calibration data for the 

125 pm beads. 

Probe images were analyzed using custom analysis software. The software 

identXed objects in the particle image, determined the maximum dimension of the 

image, applied the RMAX cnteria and classified the images as 'round' or 'not round' (see 

Section 4.2). Accepted images observed in a 10 second interval were counted as a 

function of size. The 10 second sampled volume was calculated for each size bin by 

multiplying the elapsed active tirne, the TAS, the sample depth for the particle size and 

the effective6 width of the optical array. 

The 10 second average estimate of the concentration for each size bin was 

deterrnined by dividing the number of images observed by the volume sampled for that 

size bin during the interval. The total number concentration was cdculated as the sum of 

the individual size bins. Errors for each size bin estimate and for the total number 

concentration were determined using standard error analysis techniques, by assuming that 

the interarrivai time of the cloud paaicles cbeys a Poisson distniution (see below). 

A3 Probabillty Theory of Probe Data Analysis 
To determine the cloud particle number concentration and size spectra fiom the 

raw 2DCG probe data the 'dead' thne of the probe must be considered. The dead t h e  is 

images were rej& by the probe on-board eiectronics if e i t h ~  dement at the end o f  the opKical m y  was 
shadowd Therefore, the effective widtb of the opticd amy is Iess than the actuai width by twice the object radius, 
since one radius is the minimum distance that its center u n  be h m  the end of the array for the object image to be 
=cep& 
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the tirne that the probe is busy processing and downloading the current particle image. 

Particles that arrive at the probe during the dead tirne will not be registercd and the 

estimate of the concentration will be systematicdiy lower. 

There are two formaiiy correct methods of analysis that treat the probe dead tirne. 

but these methods often lead to significantly different estirnates of the number 

concentration. Both methods assume that the distribution of the droplets in the cloud is 

Poisson, an assumption based on the spatial distribution argument (Parratt, 196 1). The 

first rnethod is to count the number of particles of each size bin observed during a fixed 

tirne interval. The rnean arrivai rate of the particles is estimated by dividing the totd 

number of particles observed by the total observation time. In this method. corrections 

must be made to the estimate of the number concentration to account for the dead time. 

The second rnethod (Joe and List, 1987) assumes that the probe is restarted &ter every 

image arrival, as if no other images had been observed. It can be shown (the Waiting 

The Paradox; Feller, 1968, 197 1) that for a Poisson process the distrîîution of waiting 

times is the same as the distribution of particle intermival Urnes. Therefore the average 

of the waiting times provides an unbiased estimate of the particle interarriva1 times, and 

the inverse of the average intermival time is the estimate of the intermival rate. 

When ail particles are cowidered identicai and no particles are rejected, these two 

methods are simply reciprocals of one another and the predicted number concentrations 

are identical. However, when particles are rejected because they do not rneet the RMAX 

rejection criteria or when accepted partic1es are divided into different size bins, the 

average waiting tune rnethod Ieads to signi6icantiy higher concentrations of ail particle 
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sizes than predicted by the counting method. Since both methods provide mathematicaliy 

correct estimates of the particle concentration and both methods are currently used by 

different research groups, a mathematical andysis was perfomed of both methods to 

detennine which is more precise. 

A.3.I The Average Waiang Time Method 
The distribution of interanival times for a Poisson process is described by, 

G(t)  = P(T > r} = e-" ( A.1 

where the distribution hinction G(t) gives the probability that the epoch7 of the particle 

amival, T, will tx p a t e r  than t (FelIer, L97 1). If a particle arrival has not occurred before 

an epoch t, then the conditional probability that it wiii arrive a later epoch t, = t+ro is 

given by the distribution function, 

which is the same as G(to). This describes mathematicdy a general property of 

exponential distributions, like the Poisson distribution, that the underlying process has no 

'memory' of past events. It is this property that explains the classical Waiting Tirne 

Paradox d e s r n i d  by Feller (197 1). 

The average waiting time method exploits the lack of memory of the particle 

adva l  process to detennine the number concentration from the probe data. According to 

Equation A.2 the waiting time between the probe restart and the next particle mival must 

' In pmbabiihy tbeory points on the time aiùs are d e d  epochs, ro distinguish them from interamval times which are 
intenrals on the time axis. 
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have the same distniution as the particle interamival time, so they must also have the 

same expected value. For a Poisson distribution the mean is the maximum likelihood 

estimator of the expected value (Parratt, 196 1), so the mean of the waiting times gives an 

unbiased estimate of the particle i n t e r ~ v d  time. 

A.32 me Countirtg Method 
in the counting meihod the number of particles observed in a time intervai is 

divided by the total observation tirne to estimate the interarrival rate of the particles. 

However, during the probe dead time particles may arrive which are not counted, leading 

to an underestimate of the interarrivd rate. The estimated rate must therefore be adjusted 

to account for the lost particles. The average waiting time method requires no such 

adjustment since the waiting time of each particle is measured without dead time. 

Therefore, a proper error analysis of the counfing method requires an analysis of the 

correction for particles los t. 

After Felier (197 l),  we consider a delayed tenninating renewal process. The 

renewal process is the arriva1 of images to the probe. The process has a mean renewal 

(interarrival) rate of A, Particles of size D arrive in the probe sample volume at a mean 

rate of a ;t A. A particle is lost if it arrives within a time rof the mival of an image. The 

renewai process terminates when a particle is lost. 

The disa'bution of image intermival times is, 
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The probability that a particle of sue D arrives within a time r after the image is 

q = 1 - e-, independent of the t h e  t in Equation A.3. Therefore, the defective 

distribution of the temiinating renewal process is, 

If M is the epoch of termination then Z(t )  = P { M  I t} satisfies the renewai 

equation, 

The expected value of Z(t) is given by, 

This is the expected Lifetime of the terminating renewal process, that is, the average time 

between lost counts. The rate of particle count loss is the inverse. 

The expected number of observed particles, size D, mivals is equal to the 

expected arrivals minus the expected iost amivais, divided by the time interval to give a 

rate- 

a'=a- A 
(e" - l), a' = observed rate 

(1 + A?) 
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For high particle arrivai rates or long dead times higher order terms must be considered, 

but this is not necessary for the conditions typkally observed k *e wind tunnel. 

Therefore, by assuming that I/ i i .  » r, Le. that the average interarrivai t h e  is much longer 

than the dead time, and taking only the fmt order ternis in a?, Equation A S  can be easily 

solved for a: 

N - QI=-- 
QI ' N = particles aniving 

t (l-A?) 

N' = particles observed 

in time t 
A T '  - 1V - tA = expected nurnber of 

t-tA7' 
images in time t - 

tAz = total dead time in time t 

where t ' is the total tirne t minus the total dead t h e ,  that is, the total probe active tirne. 

Note that when a '=A the f i t  equation in A.6 is the accepted correction for Geiger 

counter dead times (Parratt, 196 1). 

A.3.3 Comparative Error Analysis 
Both methods of analysis give fomally correct estimates of the païticle 

interamival times. To determine wwhich method is more precise the error associated with 

each method was anaiyzed. In the following analysis it is assumed that aii  &es are 

measured without error- 

In the average waihg time method the tirne from the probe 'restart' until the 

mival of a particle is averaged to give an estimate of the particle interamival time. If N 
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particles of size D are observed in an elapsed probe active tirne T, then the estimate of the 

particle rate is given by the inverse of the average, Fu, of the N waiting times, t,. 

where Tu is the total time spent 'waiting' for particles of size D. The error in the average 

interarrival time is the standard error of the mean associated with a Poisson interval 

(Parratt, 1961) and the error in the arrivd rate is calculated using standard error 

propagation. 

To estimate the arriva1 rate using the counting method the number of particIes 

observed, N, is divided by total probe active elapsed the, T, 

where fi is the standard deviation associated with a count of N in a Poisson process 

(Parratt, 196 1). 

In both analysis methods the ermr is inversely proportional to the total observing 

the. However, in the average intermival t h e  method the total observing tirne, Ta, is the 

thne spent observing particles of size D only. If dl the observed particles are size D and 

dl observations are accepted then TsTand the methods are equivaient. If particles are 
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classified into size bins and recorded particle images are rejected based on selection 

criteria then Ta is always d l e r  than T and the error associated with the average 

intermival time method is always Iarger. 

Ernpiricaiiy, approximately 75% of particle images recorded by the ZDCG are 

rejected based on the RMAX selection criteria. Furthemore. the range of cloud particle 

sizes observed in the wind tunnel spans 12 size b h .  Based ody on the ratio of accepted 

to rejected images, concentrations calculated using the average inter~rival time method 

would have associated errors approximately 3 tirnes those of the counting method. 

Therefore, the counting method was used in the current study to detennine the cloud 

particle concentration and size spectra. 
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Summary of Experimental Data 

The following tables Iist the relevant data from the experimental senes descnbed 

in Chapter 4. Reported emn indicate one standard deviation from the mean. The errors 

quoted for the ice crystal concentrations indicate the standard deviation of the 

concentrations used, rather than the error of the concentration estimates. The number of 

points indicate the number of points used in the weighted average that produced the 

estimate of the charge transfer per collision. The mean droplet diameter 

ELWC Mean 
(g mJ) Droplet 

Diam. 
(Pm) 

O- 16 19.2 
* 0.00 
0-19 20.8 
* 0.00 

Cham ber Ice 
Temp. Crystal 
("Cl Conc. 

* 0.5 "C (r') 

No, of Charge 
Points Transfer 

(fC per 
collision) 
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Temp. 
(Oc) 

(fC per 
collision) 

-1 1 OC Series 

LWC Temp. Veiocity Chamber Ice No. of Charge 
(gm-3 (OC) (mg1) Temp. (OC.) Crystai Points Transfer 

* O 5  OC conc, (fc e s  
collision) 

0.25 -1138 530 -12 36 5 3-10 
2 0.00 t 0.04 t 0.w tn 223.7 
0-49 : - I l 2 3  5.29 -12 34 4 234 

k 0.00 2 0-05 t 0.04 t 3 1  2 3.7 1 

ELWC Mean 
(g mJ) Dropiet 

Diam, 

(PI 
O. 10 20.8 
t 0.00 
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Mean LWC Temp. 
Droplet (g mJ) I (OC) 
Diam, 
(Pl 
20.8 0.49 -1  1.35 

* 0.01 I 0.04 
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ELWC 
(g m-3 

0.25 
* 0.0 1 

Mean LWC Temp. Velodty I Chamber 
DropIet (g mj) ( O C )  (m 9') Tuiip. (OC) 
Diam- * O 5  OC 
(pm) 

24.8 0.49 - 14.97 5.3 1 - 15 
10.00 *0*10 10.04 

Ice No. of Charge 
CrystaI Points Transfer 
Conc. (K. per 
(l-9 cotlision) 

114 6 0.52 
I 34 + 0.3 1 
98 6 -0.15 
t 34 -. 1.29 

* Indicates multipIe data points taken h m  single experiments in which 
change sign d d g  the ice phase, See Section 433 and Figure 4.10. 

the charge tramfer is observed to 
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LWC Temp. Velocity Chamber 
(g m-3 (OC) (m S.') Texnp. ( O C )  

* O 5  O C  

Ice 
Crystal 
Conc. 
(1-9 

No-of Charge 
Points Transfer 

(fC per 
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ELWC 
(g m-3 

0.66 
* 0.0 t 
0.70 
I 0.03 

Mean LWC 
hopiet (g m? 
Diam. 
(P) 
19.2 1.93 

2 0.02 

24.8 137 
t 0.04 

, Temp, Velocity 
( O C )  fm 0'1 

Chamber 
Temp, ( O C )  

*osoc 

Ice 
C r y d  
Conci 

(t-'1 
92 
I 25 

No. of 
Points 

- 
1 O 

T d e r  
(K per 

collision) 

-2.19 
I 1-90 

-1 8°C Series - 
ELWC 
cg m-3 

Mean 
Droplet 
Diam, 
(mm) 

LWC Temp. VeIocity 
(g m-3 ( O C )  cm s-9 

Chamber Ice 

Tz;p; (CO 
Crystal 
Conc. 

1 W') 
-18 65 

A 16 
-165 116 

I 44 

No. of 
Points 

Charge 
T M e r  
(fC per 

collision) 

4-45 
I 1.22 

ELWC 
(g m-3 
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Ice Crystal Chamber Relative Humidity Series 

Luw (Ncar Ice Saturahion) tto Ii&nnediale Relative Huinidity 
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ELWC 
cg m", 

Mean 
Droplet 
Yam. 
(Clml 

LWC 
(P m-3 

1 Veiodty C h b e r  Ice 
(ms*') Temp. ('Cj Crystai 

l +OS°C Conc. 
(r') 

No. of 
Points 

Charge 
Traasfer 
(fC per 

collision) 

* Indicates multiple data points taken from single expenments in which the charge transfer is observed to 
change sign during the ice phase. See Section 4.3.3 and Figure 4.10. 
t Data is a weighted average of multiple experiments. 
$ Data are repeated in corresponding temperature series. 

Intemediate to High (Near Waer Saturation) Relative olumidity 

ELWC Mean 
(gm-3 Droplet 

Diam. 
(P) 

0.48 34.8 
I 0.02 

I 

LWC 
(g m-3 

- 
0.95 
t 0-01 

Temp. 
(OC) 

- 
-5.30 
I 0.20 

Charge 
Transfer 
(fC per 

collision) 

056 
A 0.18 
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- 
LWC 
(g m-3 

$ Data are repeated in corrrsponding temperature series. 

Velocity Series 
Velocity data shown in Figure 4.12 for 5.3 rn 5' is calculated h m  - 16°C Scries and Ice Crystal Chiunber 
Relative Humidity Series, and is not repeated here. Except were noted, dl experiments were performed 
with the ice crystai chamber near water saturation- 

LWC 
(g m", 

Temp, 
( O C )  

Velouty Cbamber Ice No, of Charge 
(m s-') Temp. (OC) Crystal Points T d e r  

A 0 5  O C  Conc. (fc per 
(f') collision) 
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* Experiments were performed at low to intermediate chamber relative humdity, ruid are not included in 
Figure 4.12. 
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